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Abstract. Several depths suitable for infinite-dimensional functional data that are available in the
literature are of the form of an integral of a finite-dimensional depth function. These functionals are
characterized by projecting functions into low-dimensional spaces, taking finite-dimensional depths of
the projected quantities, and finally integrating these projected marginal depths over a preset collection
of projections. In this paper, a general class of integrated depths for functions is considered. Several
depths for functional data proposed in the literature during the last decades are members of this general
class. A comprehensive study of its most important theoretical properties, including measurability and
consistency, is given. It is shown that many, but not all, properties of the integrated depth are shared
with the finite-dimensional depth that constitutes its building block. Some pending measurability issues
connected with all integrated depth functionals are resolved, a broad new notion of symmetry for
functional data is proposed, and difficulties with respect to consistency results are identified. A general
universal consistency result for the sample depth version, and for the generalized median, for integrated
depth for functions is derived.
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1. Introduction

Nonparametric inference is often based on the notions of ordering, quantiles, or ranking of real-valued ob-
servations. These concepts cannot be generalized straightforwardly to multivariate settings. One option for
introducing ranking to multivariate data is to utilize the concept of statistical depth function. Originally de-
signed for finite-dimensional random vectors, the method assigns to a given point in the sample space and a
probability measure a single non-negative number, the depth of the point, characterizing how much the obser-
vation is central with respect to the probability. High depth values mean centrality, low depth values indicate
potential outlyingness. Likewise, the point of the sample space at which the highest depth value is attained
may be considered as the most central point. This, for example, leads to a generalization of median to finite-
dimensional measures. For a general survey on finite-dimensional depths see [22] or [39].
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Since the pioneering paper of Fraiman and Muniz [14], introducing the first depth designed for infinite-
dimensional functional data, a great deal of attention has been on statistical depth methodology in connection
with spaces of functions as well. The existing approaches towards the assignment of a depth value to a random
function can be categorized into two distinct families:

• integrated depth, and
• non-integrated, or geometric depth.

The first family involves taking integrals over given collections of depths of low-dimensional projections of
functions. For instance, let x be the function whose depth is to be determined with respect to a given probability
on the space of functions. It is typically the functional value of x at t in its domain, that is taken to constitute the
elementary one-dimensional projection of x. Then, a univariate depth of x(t) can be computed with respect to
the corresponding marginal distribution of the given probability. Equipped with the collection of one-dimensional
depths of these projections for all t, one computes an “average” of them as the integrated depth of x, taking
the (Lebesgue) integral with respect to t over the common domain of functions.

Fraiman and Muniz [14] proceeded in this way to define their basic notion of integrated depth for scalar-
valued functions. Since then, numerous authors generalized or modified this original approach to obtain depth
functionals more suitable either theoretically, or from the practical point of view. For example, Cuevas and
Fraiman [4] broadened the integrated depth notion to encompass general Banach space-valued random variables,
and Claeskens et al. [2] elaborated a depth of integrated type tailored for functions with vector-valued response.
The modified versions of band depth [23], half-region depth [24], and simplicial band depth [25] also fall logically
into the setup of integrated depths.

The second approach of non-integrated type depths is comprehensively covered by the recent notion of Φ-
depths introduced by Mosler [30], see also Mosler and Polyakova [31]. Again, in the first step, finite-dimensional
depths of low-dimensional functionals of all the quantities involved are computed. The main difference to the first
approach is that the “averaging” of low-dimensional depths is now replaced by using the infimum of these values.
Since there is no longer an integral involved, we refer to this type of depths as the non-integrated type depths.
This class includes the band depth (see [23]), half-region depth (cf. [24]), simplicial band depth [25], or functional
halfspace depth of Dutta et al. [12]. The random Tukey depth of Cuesta-Albertos and Nieto-Reyes [3] is a finite
approximation of the functional halfspace depth, and hence is not, strictly speaking, an infinite-dimensional
depth. Although none of these functional depths fall directly into the framework of Φ-depths, they are very
similar intrinsically and can well be studied simultaneously. See, for instance, [19] and [15] for a discussion on
their consistency properties.

In the present article we focus on the first, more popular, approach of integrated depth for functions. The
unifying framework of a general family of integrated depths for functional data encompasses all depths of this
kind available in the literature. Therefore our study provides a general theoretical treatment of all depths of
such type. Some theoretical properties of certain depths can be found in the literature. A thorough theoretical
treatment of the class of all integrated depths is however lacking. This is precisely where this paper contributes.
The main contributions of this paper consist of

(1) investigating measurability issues of integrated depths;
(2) studying which desirable properties of depth functions hold for integrated depths;
(3) investigating which conditions are needed to ensure weak/strong consistency of the sample versions of

integrated depths;
(4) illustrating clearly with well-chosen examples the intrinsic problems with respect to measurability issues,

to failure of desirable properties to hold, and to consistency of existing depths for functional data.

Due to the unifying framework our study treats this at once, for all integrated depths. For certain depths we as
such also recover results available in the literature, as special cases.

It is immediate that theoretical properties of all integrated depths depend closely on the properties of the
finite-dimensional depth used in their construction. In the first section we briefly discuss some finite-dimensional
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depths and recall the desirable properties that a good finite-dimensional depth should, at least partially, possess
(see Sect. 2.1). Then, in Section 2.2 we introduce the most relevant integrated depth functionals known from the
literature, and outline the connections between them and the integrated depth as is conceived here. In the next
sections we then subsequently deal with items (1), (2) and (3) above, providing also illustrative examples (4).

In Section 3 we address the question of measurability of the integrand function. So far, this measurability issue
got very little attention in the literature. We show that under an additional measurability condition imposed on
the finite-dimensional evaluating depth, it is possible to guarantee measurability of an integrated data depth.
In Section 4 we proceed by studying which desirable properties, imposed on the finite-dimensional depth, are
also inherited by its integrated extension for functional data. As a byproduct of this study, we introduce,
in Section 4.2, a new general notion of symmetry suitable especially to treat vector-valued functions from the
viewpoint of integrated depth functional. The second main part of the paper is Section 5, with a detailed study of
consistency results for integrated depth functionals. Our contribution consists of establishing a very general form
of (weak and strong) consistency for integrated depths. As corollaries of these results we obtain, in particular,
consistency results for the depth functionals of Fraiman and Muniz [14], López-Pintado and Romo [23, 24],
López-Pintado et al. [25] and Claeskens et al. [2]. Moreover, in Section 5.3, the consistency of the depth-based
generalized median function is shown, for all above mentioned depth functionals. As usual in the terminology
of depth functions, by a (depth-based) generalized median function we understand the function at which the
depth (nearly) attains its maximal value over the whole sample space. Finally, in Section A in the Appendix,
we apply the developed theory to some of the most important finite-dimensional depth functions, establishing
as such basic probabilistic and statistical properties of various integrated depths. Appendix B contains the
Proof of Theorem 3.1, the main result on measurability properties for integrated functional depth. Finally, in
Appendix C we point out several difficulties in the available proofs of strong consistency of integrated depth for
functional data.

2. Finite-dimensional data depths and integrated data depths

2.1. Finite-dimensional data depth

Throughout the paper the following notation is adopted. Let Ω be the sample space and F a σ-field on
Ω, constituting a measurable space (Ω,F). Denote by P a probability measure on this space, leading to the
probability space (Ω,F , P) on which all the random variables are defined.

For an arbitrary measurable space S equipped with some fixed σ-algebra of subsets, P (S) stands for the
collection of all probability measures on S. Further, Pn ∈ P (S) stands for the probability measure of the
empirical type based on (independent) observations X1, . . . , Xn from P ∈ P (S).

Let D be any function
D : S × P (S) → [0, 1]

(s, P) �→ D (s; P) .
(2.1)

The function D will be used for evaluating the centrality of a point s ∈ S with respect to a distribution P ∈ P (S)
– higher values of D should indicate that s is located centrally with respect to P, lower values stand for its
potential outlyingness. Throughout the paper, the function D will be called (generic) depth function.

In reference [39], a statistical depth function is defined as D in (2.1) possessing certain properties
(namely (D1), (D2), (DW

3 ) and (D4) listed below). However, in our exposition, we a priori do not assume
any properties of D as we aim to discuss, in general, the properties of various integrated depth functionals
resulting from a given depth function D.

Among the well-known examples of depths are Tukey’s halfspace depth of Tukey [37] and the simplicial depth
of Liu [21]. For Q ∈ P (

R
K
)

and u ∈ R
K , Tukey’s halfspace depth is defined as

hD
(
u; Q

)
= inf

H∈H : u∈H
Q(H), (2.2)
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where H is the class of all closed halfspaces on R
K . The simplicial depth of Liu [21] is defined as

sD
(
u; Q

)
= P

(
u ∈ co(U1, . . . , UK+1)

)
, (2.3)

where U1, . . . , UK+1 are independent identically distributed random variables with distribution Q and
co(u1, . . . , uk+1) is a closed convex hull whose vertices are u1, . . . , uk+1.

Let us now discuss the desirable properties of D. Some of these are standardly imposed on a statistical depth
function (cf. [31, 35, 39]) and some of them are new (more or less technical ones). These new properties will be
useful to show the main results for the corresponding integrated depths in Sections 4 and 5.

In what follows let Q ∈ P (
R

K
)
, U be a random vector with values in R

K and QU the probability measure
associated to the vector U . We first recall the definition of halfspace symmetry, the current most general notion
of symmetry for finite-dimensional distributions (see Sect. 2.1.3 of [40]).

Definition 2.1. We say that a distribution Q ∈ P (
R

K
)

is halfspace symmetric around u∗ ∈ R
K , if

Q (H) ≥ 0.5 for each closed halfspace H with u∗ on the boundary.

Each one-dimensional distribution Q ∈ P (R) having a median u∗ ∈ R is halfspace symmetric around u∗.
Notice, however, that especially in one dimension, the center of halfspace symmetry does not need to be unique
if the support of Q is not a connected support.

We are now ready to list the desired properties of a depth function.

(D1) Affine invariance: For any non-singular matrix A ∈ R
K×K , any b, u ∈ R

K and U

D
(
u; QU

)
= D

(
Au + b; QAU+b

)
.

(D2) Maximality at center: If the distribution of U is halfspace symmetric around u∗ ∈ R
K , then u∗ maxi-

mizes D(u; QU ).
(D3) Quasi-concavity as a function of u: The level set

{
u : D(u; Q) ≥ c

}
is convex for each c ∈ R.

(D4) Vanishing at infinity: D(u; Q) −−−−−−−→
‖u‖

RK →∞
0, where ‖u‖RK stands for the Euclidean norm on R

K .

(D5) Upper semicontinuity of D as a function of u: For all u ∈ R
K and uν −−−−→

ν→∞ u

lim sup
ν→∞

D (uν; Q) ≤ D (u; Q) .

(D6) Weak continuity of D as a functional of Q: For all Qν
w−−−−→

ν→∞ Q

sup
u∈RK

|D (u; Qν) − D (u; Q)| −−−−→
ν→∞ 0.

Note that while it is common to require that (D1)–(D5) hold for each Q ∈ P (
R

K
)
, such a requirement would

be too strict for (D6). Thus in what follows we always specify for which Q we assume (D6) to hold.
Condition (D1) can be decomposed into two separate items, as discussed in Mosler and Polyakova [31]. These

two items together are equivalent with (D1).

(DA
1 ) Translation invariance: For any b, u ∈ R

K and U

D
(
u; QU

)
= D

(
u + b; QU+b

)
.

(DB
1 ) Linear invariance: For any non-singular matrix A ∈ R

K×K , u ∈ R
K and U

D
(
u; QU

)
= D

(
Au; QAU

)
.
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In (D2) we could equally well utilize any other notion of symmetry for multivariate data, e.g. angular sym-
metry, central symmetry or elliptical symmetry. One reason why we restricted ourselves to halfspace symmetry
is the level of generality provided by the use of halfspaces. Indeed, as Zuo and Serfling [40] discuss, each of the
previously mentioned symmetry notions implies halfspace symmetry. Moreover, halfspace symmetry arises very
naturally when dealing with depth functions; the center of halfspace symmetry coincides with the point(s) with
the highest halfspace depth value hD, and hD is an important representative of finite-dimensional depths.

Condition (D3) is sometimes in the literature replaced by the weaker

(DW
3 ) Decreasing along rays: If a maximum depth D is attained at u∗ ∈ R

K , then for every u ∈ R
K and

γ ∈ [0, 1]
D

(
γu∗ + (1 − γ)u; Q

) ≥ D
(
u; Q

)
.

In Appendix A, a comprehensive summary of theoretical properties (D1)–(D6) for the primal representatives
of finite-dimensional depths that are available in the literature is given.

2.2. Integrated data depth for functional data

Suppose the observations are independent and identically distributed vector stochastic processes
X1(t), . . . , Xn(t), i.e. Xi is a random variable taking values in

CK([a, b]) =
{
x = (x(1), . . . , x(K))

T

: x(k) ∈ C([a, b]
)
, k = 1, . . . , K

}
,

where C([a, b]
)

stands for the space of continuous functions on [a, b]. Without loss of generality we assume in
the following that [a, b] = [0, 1] and we equip the space CK([0, 1]) with the norm

‖x‖ =
K∑

k=1

sup
t∈[0,1]

∣∣∣x(k)(t)
∣∣∣ . (2.4)

Further, let BK([0, 1]) stand for the space of all Borel measurable functions x : [0, 1] → R
K .

Note that the reason for considering the univariate domain [0, 1] is merely notational convenience, as this is
a standard choice of the domain in functional data analysis [33]. However, any compact and convex domain T
in a Euclidean space could be used in the sequel as well, without any further complications.

For a probability distribution P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

and a random function X ∼ P, the marginal probability
of X(t) ∈ R

K for t ∈ [0, 1] will be designated by Pt ∈ P (
R

K
)
. Furthermore, to avoid any confusion, we use a

double subscript for the marginal distribution of a random sample of size n ∈ N from P at point t ∈ [0, 1], and
denote it by Pn,t ∈ P (

R
K
)
.

For the rest of the paper let D be a fixed, arbitrary depth function on R
K as in (2.1). At this point we do not

presume that any other property listed in Section 2.1 holds. Each time a property is needed, it will specifically
be mentioned in the text.

A very general depth for vector-valued functional data was recently proposed by Claeskens et al. [2] and López-
Pintado et al. [25].

Definition 2.2. Let w : [0, 1] → [0,∞) be a weight function that integrates to one over its domain. For P ∈
P (CK([0, 1])

)
and x ∈ CK([0, 1]), the multivariate functional depth of x with respect to P is defined as

MFD (x; P, D) =
∫ 1

0

D (x(t); Pt)w(t) dt. (2.5)

In the above definition the weight function w can be an arbitrary non-negative function integrating to one
and it may depend on Pt. In particular, in reference [2] w is considered to be either constant, or a function
related to the dispersion of the marginal distribution Pt for t ∈ [0, 1]. The latter approach however turns out
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to be difficult to deal with theoretically, as the estimation of the dispersion in the sample case introduces an
additional source of randomness into the integral (2.5) (see also Sect. C.2 for some additional discussion). For
these reasons we restrict ourselves in what follows to a particular type of MFD with the weight function w to
be predefined and deterministic – that is, we assume that w does not depend on P. This choice still enables
the incorporation of prior information into (2.5) (e.g. by relating w to the population dispersion function), or
the introduction of weighting to the domain. Under these assumptions, w can be conceived as a density of a
particular measure μ on [0, 1], which is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], and
can be incorporated into the differential part of the integral. More generally, let μ be an arbitrary probability
measure on [0, 1], not necessarily absolutely continuous, and define the integrated functional depth as follows.

Definition 2.3. For P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

and x ∈ CK([0, 1]), the integrated depth of x with respect to P is
defined as

FD (x; P, D) =
∫ 1

0

D (x(t); Pt) dμ(t). (2.6)

Remark 2.4. For the sample version of the integrated depth FD, it is assumed that the random sample
functions X1, . . . , Xn ∈ CK([0, 1]) from P are observed completely, that is the whole trajectory of each Xi,
i = 1, . . . , n is known. Then, the sample version of FD is defined as a mere FD with respect to the empirical
measure Pn of the random sample of functions as

FD (x; Pn, D) =
∫ 1

0

D (x(t); Pn,t) dμ(t).

Claeskens et al. [2] work in the framework that the functions of the random sample X1, . . . , Xn are observed
discretely on a predefined grid of points 0 = t1 < t2 < . . . < tT = 1 for T ∈ N, instead of on the whole interval
[0, 1]. Then, for the observed n-by-T matrix of K-dimensional observations (Xi(tj)) i=1,...,n

j=1,...,T
, they define the

sample version of MFD, with t0 = t1 and tT+1 = tT , as

MFDn (x; D) =
T∑

j=1

D
(
x(tj); Pn,tj

) ∫ (tj+tj+1)/2

(tj−1+tj)/2

w(t) dt. (2.7)

The consistency results of MFDn are then meant for n → ∞ and T → ∞ at the same time. See Section C.2
for a further discussion.

A number of other depth concepts proposed in the literature fall directly into the framework of integrated
depth. All of these share the common property that the measure μ is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. The modified
simplicial band depth of López-Pintado et al. [25] coincides with the general integrated depth for the choice
D = sD (see (2.3)). Other integrated depths have been designed specially for K = 1. We hereby refer to the
work of Fraiman and Muniz [14] for the original integrated depth for functions, López-Pintado and Romo [23]
for the modified band depth, and López-Pintado and Romo [24] for the modified half-region depth. In all these
cases, the authors utilized a particular choice of univariate depth D to define integrated depth as in (2.6).
While Fraiman and Muniz [14] focus on establishing strong consistency result for their depth (see Sect. C.1
herein), López-Pintado and Romo [23, 24] and López-Pintado et al. [25] already list a few properties that a
functional depth should satisfy. See further Sections A.3, A.4 and A.2 for a discussion on respectively modified
band depth, modified half-region depth, and modified simplicial band depth.

To provide a comprehensive review of depth functionals relevant to integrated depth FD, we also briefly
mention integrated dual depth introduced by Cuevas and Fraiman [4]. This approach is very general in nature
and is applicable to general Banach space-valued datasets. In the most general setup of Banach space-valued
random variables, assume we are given a Banach space E with a separable dual E

∗ and a fixed probability
measure μ∗ ∈ P (E∗).
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Definition 2.5. For X ∼ P ∈ P (E) and x ∈ E, the integrated dual depth of x with respect to P is defined as
the integral

IDD (x; P) =
∫

E∗
D (f(x); Pf ) dμ∗(f),

where Pf stands for the distribution of the random variable f(X) and D is a multiple of the univariate simplicial
depth sD, i.e.

D (u; Q) = Q ((−∞, u])Q ([u,∞)) for u ∈ R and Q ∈ P (R) . (2.8)

Remark 2.6. For the interesting instance of the infinite-dimensional space of continuous functions (for K = 1),
the integrated dual depth may take a form of integrated depth (2.6). This can be viewed as follows. Let
E = C ([0, 1]) and suppose that the support of μ∗ is given by the set of coordinate projections

{f : C ([0, 1]) → R : x �→ x(t) : t ∈ [0, 1]}
Then we can canonically identify the projection corresponding to t ∈ [0, 1] with t itself, obtaining a bijection
between this set in E

∗ and [0, 1]. Using this construction, for any measure μ∗ on [0, 1] we can define an integrated
dual depth taking the form of a simpler integrated depth FD as understood above.

3. Measurability of the integrand function

The first question that needs to be addressed when studying integrated type depth functionals, is whether
the integrand is indeed a measurable function. So far, the issue of possible non-measurability of the function

[0, 1] −→ [0, 1]
t �→ D (x(t); Pt)

(3.1)

has not been addressed in the literature. However, without the guarantee that the integrand is a measurable
function, the integral (2.6) is not properly defined, and even more trouble is encountered when trying to show
anything about FD. Also most of the proof techniques, as will be seen later, rely upon measure-theoretic
tools such as Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem or Fubini–Tonelli’s theorem, and hence it is of vital
importance to have the measurability of (3.1) guaranteed.

While the measurability of (3.1) may appear to follow trivially – and it often does – a much more complicated
question is the measurability of functions arising when proving consistency results. Here, we often encounter
functions like

[0, 1] −→ [0, 1]
t �→ supx∈CK([0,1]) |D (x(t); Pt) − D (x(t); Pn,t)|

as we will see in Section 5. Functions like this, constituting a supremum over an uncountable index set, are by
no means easy to be handled. It is especially in connection with these functions that we need the strongest
notions of measurability for the proofs to hold true.

In this section, we address the measurability issue for the integrated type depth defined in (2.6). By doing
this, in particular, we fully recover the results of Fraiman and Muniz [14] and part of the work of López-Pintado
and Romo [23,24] on modified versions of depths they proposed. We partially recover also the results of Cuevas
and Fraiman [4] for a special choice of dual depth measure IDD and K = 1 as outlined in Remark 2.6, and the
results of Claeskens et al. [2] for multivariate functional depth MFD.

Further complications, not addressed here, include the introduction of a weight function possibly depending
on Pt in (2.5), or the measurability of the integrand in Definition 2.5. These cases still deserve a more thorough
treatment.

To establish the main result on measurability of all quantities encountered later, an appropriate measura-
bility of the finite-dimensional depth function D used in (2.6) is necessary. This will be referred to later as
Condition/Property (D7) to be satisfied by D. As will be seen in Appendix A several commonly-used depths
satisfy this condition.
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(D7) Measurability: The mapping

D : R
K × P (

R
K
) → [0, 1] : (u, Q) �→ D(u; Q)

is jointly Borel measurable and D(.; Q) 
≡ 0 for all Q ∈ P (
R

K
)
.

Recall that for a given σ-algebra S of measurable sets of S, a universally measurable set is measurable for
the completion of every probability measure on S ([9], Sect. 11.5). The universally measurable sets form a
σ-algebra, and a function f from (S,S) is called universally measurable if for every Borel set B in its range the
set f−1(B) is universally measurable. In particular, a universally measurable function on [0, 1] is μ-integrable
for any probability measure μ on [0, 1].

The main measurability result is formulated in Theorem 3.1, the proof of which is deferred to Appendix B.

Theorem 3.1. Consider measurable spaces R
K and [0, 1] equipped with the usual Borel σ-algebras and the

space of measures P (
R

K
)

equipped with the Borel σ-algebra generated by the metric of the weak convergence of
measures. Let the depth function D satisfy (D7). Then the following holds.

(i) Functions
h : [0, 1] × CK([0, 1]) × P (CK([0, 1])

) → [0, 1] : (t, x, P) �→ D
(
x(t); Pt

)
and

g : [0, 1] × R
K × P (CK([0, 1])

) → [0, 1] : (t, u, P) �→ D (u; Pt)

are jointly Borel measurable on their domains.
(ii) Functions

h2 : [0, 1] → [0, 1]: t �→ D
(
x(t); Pt

)
, (3.2)

g2 : [0, 1] × R
K → [0, 1]: (t, u) �→ D (u; Pt) (3.3)

are Borel measurable for each x ∈ CK([0, 1]) and P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
.

(iii) Function
h3 : [0, 1] → [0, 1] : t �→ D

(
x(t); Pt

)
is universally measurable on [0, 1] for each x : [0, 1] → R

K Borel measurable and P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
.

(iv) Function
h̃ :

(
t, P, P̃

) �→ sup
x∈CK([0,1])

∣∣∣D(
x(t); Pt

)− D
(
x(t); P̃t

)∣∣∣ (3.4)

is universally measurable on [0, 1]× P (CK([0, 1])
)× P (CK([0, 1])

)
.

(v) Function
m : [0, 1] → [0, 1] : t �→ sup

u∈RK

D
(
u; Pt

)
is universally measurable on [0, 1] for each P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])

)
.

Recall that the universal measurability of the integrand functions in Theorem 3.1 is weaker than their Borel
measurability. Nevertheless, it is still strong enough for defining and handling integrals as in the definitions of
integrated depths. Therefore, the assertion of Theorem 3.1 is sufficient for all our present purposes.

From now on, we shall assume that D satisfies (D7), without specifically mentioning it.
Part (i) of Theorem 3.1 is rather technical, but it is crucial for the proof of the following statements of the

theorem. (3.2) in property (ii) ensures that the integrated depth (2.6) is defined correctly for a fixed continuous
function. Further, (3.3) in (ii) and (iii) are utilized mainly in Section 4.2 that deals with the existence of a
function maximizing FD. Result (iv) ensures good measurability properties of various supremum functions
encountered in Section 5 when establishing consistency results for integrated depth. Part (v) is utilized in
Section 4.2, where the function m is used to define the maximal value of FD over the sample space.
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4. Desirable properties of depth functionals

In this section we address the question of existence of analogues of the desired properties (D1)–(D6) in the
setup of depth for vector-valued functional data as introduced in Section 2.2. For some of the conditions the
generalization is straightforward – for these we only present and discuss the requirements under which the
functional analogies of them hold true. For some of them however the extensions are not so obvious.

In the literature one can find some scattered results regarding (D1)–(D6) for functional depths. A major
reference for a more general discussion on functional analogies for (D1)–(D6) is Mosler and Polyakova [31].
Assuming only that the necessary condition (D7) is satisfied for a finite-dimensional depth D, we explore to
what extent conditions (D1)–(D6) for D are inherited by an integrated depth FD based on D.

Cuevas and Fraiman [4] show some results related to (D1)–(D6) for K = 1, but only in a finite-dimensional
case, not covering the more interesting instance of functional data. Claeskens et al. [2] discuss a multivariate
functional depth, and for general K, the authors also show a range of theoretical properties of MFD, not too
different from the kind of theoretical properties we discuss here in a general setting (of any depth function
D). We explore the suggested properties methodically and without any additional assumptions imposed on the
(generic) depth function D, except from a minimal subset of the usual collection (D1)–(D6).

Let P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
, X ∼ P and PX a measure corresponding to X , and consider an integrated depth

FD for functionals as in (2.6). For convenience of the reader we start by summarizing desirable properties for
functional depths, denoted by (DFA

1 )–(DF6), which can be seen as analogues of (D1)–(D6) for functional depths.
We discuss and motivate these in detail in the following subsections. In particular, the rigorous definition of
the notion of halfspace symmetry for functional data utilized in condition (DF2) is postponed to Section 4.2.2.
Here, also some discussion on this concept can be found.

• Invariance Properties:
(DFA

1 ) Translation invariance: For any b, x ∈ CK([0, 1]) and X

FD (x; PX , D) = FD (x + b; PX+b, D) .

(DFB
1 ) Function-scale invariance: For any matrix-valued function a : [0, 1] → R

K×K such that a(t) is
non-singular for all t ∈ [0, 1] and each x ∈ CK([0, 1])

FD (x; PX , D) = FD (a.x; Pa.X , D) ,

where a.x(t) = a(t) · x(t) in the sense of matrix multiplication.
(DFC

1 ) Rearrangement invariance: For any ρ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] bijective and x ∈ CK([0, 1])

FD (x; PX , D) = FD (x ◦ ρ; PX◦ρ, D) .

(DFD
1 ) Measure-preserving rearrangement invariance: (DFC

1 ) holds true for any bijective and measure-
preserving ρ : [0, 1] → [0, 1].

• Maximality at the center:
(DF2) If the distribution of X is halfspace symmetric around function x∗ : [0, 1] → R

K , then we can define

FD (x∗; PX , D) =
∫ 1

0

D (x∗(t); (PX)t) dμ(t),

and
sup

x∈CK([0,1])

FD (x; PX , D) = sup
x∈BK([0,1])

FD (x; PX , D) = FD (x∗; PX , D) .

• Quasi-concavity as a function of x:
(DF3) The level set

{
x : FD(x; P, D) ≥ c

}
is convex for each c ∈ R.
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• Vanishing at infinity:
(DF4) FD (x; P, D) −−−−−→

‖x‖→∞
0.

• Continuity as a function of x:
(DF5) Upper semicontinuity of FD as a function of x: For all x ∈ CK([0, 1]) and xν −−−−→

ν→∞ x

lim sup
ν→∞

FD (xν ; P, D) ≤ FD (x; P, D) .

• Weak continuity as a functional of P:
(DF6) For all Pν

w−−−−→
ν→∞ P

sup
x∈CK([0,1])

|FD (x; P, D) − FD (x; Pν , D)| −−−−→
ν→∞ 0.

4.1. Invariance properties

The affine invariance property of depth D can, from the theoretical point of view, very easily be transcribed
into the functional setup. For this, we could employ translations by an arbitrary function and isomorphisms
on the space CK([0, 1]) as proposed by ([31], Condition FD2L on p. 8). This general notion of linear invariance
appears however to be far too restrictive when it comes to functional datasets. The authors therefore suggested
to use other, much weaker than FD2L, analogies of (D1) – translation, rearrangement, and function-scale
invariance. Mosler and Polyakova [31] consider invariance conditions only for the case K = 1. Conditions (DFA

1 )–
(DFD

1 ) are a suitable adaptation of these to the framework of integrated depth.
Similar invariance properties of depth for functional data have been studied by other authors as well. López-

Pintado and Romo ([23], Thm. 3) (for K = 1), and López-Pintado et al. ([25], Thm. 1) (for general K ∈ N) estab-
lish for (non-integrated) band depth and simplicial band depth, respectively, invariance properties (DFA

1 ), (DFB
1 ),

and (DFC
1 ) as presented above. For K = 1, both López-Pintado and Romo [24] for (non-integrated) half-

region depth for functions and Cuevas and Fraiman [4] for integrated dual depth for functions mention (DFA
1 )

and (DFB
1 ). Finally, Claeskens et al. [2] show for general K for MFD defined in Section 2.2 an equivalent

of (DFA
1 ), (DFB

1 ) for function a constant in t, and (DFD
1 ) for mappings ρ in a special form. All these invariance

results for MFD hold true only if the weight function w is properly invariant as well.
In a general setting, the establishment of the validity of conditions (DFA

1 ), (DFB
1 ) and (DFD

1 ) is
straightforward.

Theorem 4.1. For FD based on D, the following invariance properties hold true:

• If D satisfies (DA
1 ), then FD satisfies (DFA

1 ).
• If D satisfies (DB

1 ), then FD satisfies (DFB
1 ).

• If μ is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], then FD satisfies (DFD
1 ).

Proof. The assertions follow immediately from the definition. �

It follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 that if D satisfies (D1) and μ is the Lebesgue measure, then the
corresponding depth FD satisfies all the invariance properties except from (DFC

1 ). The following example shows
that imposing (DFC

1 ) on a functional depth is rather questionable.

Example 4.2. Let K = 1, μ the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], D = hD and X ∼ P ∈ P (C ([0, 1])) be a Dirac
measure concentrated on a constant zero function

P (X(t) = 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1]) = 1.

For ε > 0 small, set

x(t) =

{
0 for t ∈ [0, 1 − ε],
t + ε − 1 for t ∈ (1 − ε, 1].
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Figure 1. (a) Function x (solid line) and a constant zero function (dotted) on which P is
concentrated; (b) bijection ρ not preserving measure; and (c) transformed function x ◦ ρ along
with (transformed) zero function from Example 4.2 for ε = 0.2.

Then FD (x; P, hD) = 1 − ε, a value very close to 1, the maximal possible one. Consider the transformation

ρ(t) =

{
t(1−ε)

ε for t ∈ [0, ε],
εt+1−2ε

1−ε for t ∈ (ε, 1].

Then ρ is a bijection as in (DFC
1 ) and

FD (x ◦ ρ; PX◦ρ, hD) = ε,

a value very close to 0, the smallest possible one. Figure 1 depicts some examples of functions x(t). In this
figure, the original function x has with respect to P a high integrated depth value 0.8, while in the transformed
setup x attains a very low value 0.2, showing that (DFC

1 ) is not satisfied for integrated depths.

Remark 4.3. If the concept of depth for vector-valued functions is used for smooth scalar-valued functions
in the way discussed by Mosler and Polyakova ([31], Sect. 5.2), then it is easy to see that if (D1) holds true
for D, then the integrated depth FD based on D is invariant with respect to affine transformations given by
a(t).y(t) + b(t). Here, a, b are scalar-valued functions on [0, 1] that are appropriately continuously differentiable
and a(t).y(t) is the usual pointwise product of functions.

4.2. Maximality at center

4.2.1. Maximality at center: general case

Consider a set-valued mapping M and a function x∗ defined as follows

x∗(t) ∈ M(t) =
{

y ∈ R
K : D(y; Pt) = sup

u∈RK

D(u; Pt)
}

for t ∈ [0, 1]. (4.1)

The mapping M can be conceived as having values in 2R
K

– the collection of all subsets of R
K , and x∗ as an

arbitrary selection from M . By definition (2.6) of FD it immediately follows that any such function x∗ satisfies

sup
x∈CK([0,1])

FD (x; P, D) ≤ FD
(
x∗; P, D

)
=

∫ 1

0

sup
u∈RK

D
(
u; Pt

)
dμ(t) (4.2)
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Figure 2. (a) A random sample of size 10 from P; and (b) the set-valued mapping MhD from
Example 4.4.

where the existence of FD
(
x∗; P, D

)
is justified by (v) of Theorem 3.1. In this section, we focus on the properties

of such maximizers x∗. We investigate when a continuous, or at least measurable selection x∗ can be drawn
from M . These observations will later in Section 4.2.2 help us to define a reasonable notion of symmetry for
distributions in P (CK([0, 1])

)
and extend condition (D2) to a vector-valued functional data setup.

The following example illustrates that it is not always possible to find a continuous x∗ satisfying (4.2). In
this example μ is taken to be the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], without loss of generality.

Example 4.4. Take K = 1 and let D be either hD or sD. Consider the two stochastic processes Y1 and Y2 on
[0, 1] defined as

Y1(t) =

{
1 + W0.5−t, if 0 ≤ t ≤ 0.5,
1, if 0.5 < t ≤ 1,

Y2(t) =

{
−1 + W̃0.5−t, if 0 ≤ t ≤ 0.5,
−1 + W̃t−0.5, if 0.5 < t ≤ 1,

where W and W̃ are two independent copies of Wiener processes. The distribution P is given as a mixture of
distributions of Y1 and Y2 with equal mixing proportions. Then P ∈ P (C ([0, 1])) because the processes Y1 and
Y2 have continuous trajectories P-almost surely. A random sample of size 10 from P is plotted in Figure 2a.

Now, for each t ∈ [0, 0.5) the marginal distribution Pt is given by a mixture of two independent normal
distributions N(−1, 0.5 − t) and N(1, 0.5 − t), each having weight 0.5. Thus Pt is halfspace symmetric around
zero and by (D2) the maximum depth is attained at zero for D (both hD and sD satisfy (D2) for absolutely
continuous distributions, see Appendix A).

For t = 0.5 both N(−1, 0.5 − t) and N(1, 0.5 − t) degenerate to Dirac measures at the points −1 and 1,
respectively. It is easy to compute that the maximal hD with respect to P0.5 is 0.5 and it is attained at each
point of the closed interval [−1, 1]. The corresponding maximal value of sD is, however, 0.75 and this value is
attained at two distinct points −1 and 1.
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For t ∈ (0.5, 1] it is not difficult to see that both hD and sD attain its maximal value at 1. Thus, the
set-valued function M introduced in (4.1) is for hD and sD given by, respectively,

MhD(t) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
{0} , if 0 ≤ t < 0.5,
[−1, 1], if t = 0.5,
{1} , if 0.5 < t ≤ 1,

MsD(t) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
{0} , if 0 ≤ t < 0.5,
{−1, 1} , if t = 0.5,
{1} , if 0.5 < t ≤ 1.

MhD is plotted in Figure 2b. MsD almost coincides with MhD. The only difference between the two graphs is
that the vertical line at point 0.5 for MhD is replaced by two points (0.5,−1) and (0.5, 1) for MsD.

Note that one cannot find a continuous function x on [0, 1] so that x(t) ∈ MhD(t) or x(t) ∈ MsD(t) for almost
all t ∈ [0, 1]. On the other hand, it is easy to see that one can choose a sequence of continuous functions xν such
that

FD
(
xν ; P, D

) −−−−→
ν→∞

∫ 1

0

sup
u∈RK

D
(
u; Pt

)
dμ(t) (4.3)

The next example shows that even if the marginal distribution Pt is centrally symmetric around x∗(t) for
each t ∈ [0, 1], there might not exist a continuous function x∗ on [0, 1] satisfying (4.2).

Example 4.5. Consider the random process Y1 as in Example 4.4 and define

Y3(t) =

{
−1 + W̃0.5−t, if 0 ≤ t ≤ 0.5,
−1, if 0.5 < t ≤ 1,

with the process W̃ as in Example 4.4. Let the distribution P be again given as a mixture of distributions of
Y1 and Y3 with equal mixing proportions. Then all the marginals Pt are centrally (thus halfspace) symmetric
around x∗(t) = 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1]. However, for the simplicial depth sD we have

MsD(t) =

{
{0} , if 0 ≤ t < 0.5,
{−1, 1} , if 0.5 ≤ t ≤ 1,

and again, no continuous function on [0, 1] can be selected from this set. Note that also here it is easy to find a
sequence of continuous functions such that (4.3) holds.

Note that all the examples presented in this paper are aimed to be as simple as possible in order to demonstrate
the problems one may encounter when dealing with integrated depths for functions. This however certainly
does not limit their scope to random functions which are non-differentiable, atomic, or not having absolutely
continuous marginals. For instance, one array of models related to Examples 4.4 and 4.5 but providing nicely
behaved functional distributions with discontinuous coordinatewise median function can be found in ([32],
Sects. 3 and 4).

The following theorem states that (4.3) is not an exceptional feature of the presented examples, but holds
generally. Moreover, the theorem also states that there always exists a Borel measurable function x∗ on [0, 1]
such that the point x∗(t) maximizes D (.; Pt) for all t ∈ [0, 1].

Theorem 4.6. Let D satisfy (D4) and (D5). Then

(i) for any P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

there exists a Borel measurable function x∗ : [0, 1] → R
K such that (4.1) holds

true, and
(ii) a sequence of functions xν ∈ CK([0, 1]) can be found so that (4.3) holds.
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Proof. By part (ii) of Theorem 3.1 we know that for any P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

the function g2 (t, u) = D (u; Pt) is
jointly Borel measurable on [0, 1]×R

K . For each t ∈ [0, 1] the function g2 (t, ·) is by (D5) upper semicontinuous
and by (D4) and (D5) it attains its maximal value over the σ-compact space R

K . Using a general measurable
selection theorem of Brown and Purves ([1], Cor. 1), there exists a Borel measurable function x∗ : [0, 1] → R

K

such that (4.1) holds true.
For the second part of the statement, by Lusin’s Theorem (cf. Thm. 7.5.2 of [9]) we have that for each

ν ∈ N there exists a compact set Cν ⊂ [0, 1], μ (Cν) ≥ 1 − 1/ν such that x∗ is continuous on Cν . Finally, by
Tietze–Urysohn’s Extension Theorem (cf. Thm. 2.6.4. of [9]), the continuous restriction of x∗ to Cν can be
extended to a continuous function xν on [0, 1] and xν(t) = x∗(t) for t ∈ Cν . Hence,

FD (xν ; P, D) ≤ sup
x∈CK([0,1])

FD (x; P, D) ≤ FD (x∗; P, D)

=
∫

Cν

D
(
xν(t); Pt

)
dμ(t) +

∫
[0,1]\Cν

D
(
x∗(t); Pt

)
dμ(t) ≤ FD (xν ; P, D) + 1/ν

and taking the limit ν → ∞ yields (4.3). �

The following theorem says that if the set M(t) contains only one point for each t ∈ [0, 1] and the depth
function D satisfies (D6), then the function x∗(t) = M(t) is in CK([0, 1]).

Theorem 4.7. Let D satisfy assumptions (D4), (D5) and (D6) for each Pt, t ∈ [0, 1], and let D have a unique
maximizing point

M(t) = arg max
u∈RK

D (u; Pt) (4.4)

for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Then the function x∗ defined as x∗(t) = M(t), t ∈ [0, 1], is in CK([0, 1]).

Proof. Put

M c
ε (t) =

{
u ∈ R

K : inf
y∈M(t)

‖y − u‖
RK > ε

}
. (4.5)

By the same reasoning as in the proof of (iii) of Lemma 5.5.1 in [6] one can show that thanks to (D4) and (D5)
it holds that for all ε > 0 and t ∈ [0, 1]

sup
u∈RK

D (u; Pt) − sup
u∈Mc

ε (t)

D (u; Pt) > 0. (4.6)

Let t ∈ [0, 1] be fixed and {tν} be a sequence in [0, 1] such that tν −−−−→
ν→∞ t. Note that one can bound

0 ≤ D
(
M(t); Pt

)− D
(
M(tν); Pt

)
=

[
D

(
M(t); Pt

)− D
(
M(t); Ptν

)]
+

[
D

(
M(t); Ptν

)− D
(
M(tν); Ptν

)]
(4.7)

+
[
D

(
M(tν); Ptν

)− D
(
M(tν); Pt

)]
.

Similarly as in the Proof of Theorem 3.1 (i) one can show that P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

implies that Ptν → Pt weakly.
This together with assumption (D6) (that holds for each Pt) yields that the first and the third term on the
right-hand side of (4.7) converge to zero. Further, the second term on the right-hand side of (4.7) is non-positive.
Thus for each ε > 0 and for all sufficiently large ν ∈ N the right-hand side of (4.7) is less than ε, implying
that D (M(tν); Pt) −−−−→

ν→∞ D (M(t); Pt). Now (4.6) yields that M(tν) −−−−→
ν→∞ M(t). As the point t was taken

arbitrarily in [0, 1], this implies that M(t) is continuous for t ∈ [0, 1]. �
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4.2.2. Maximality at center: symmetric distributions

There are various definitions of symmetry for finite-dimensional distributions available in the literature [36].
In the setup of functional, or even vector-valued functional data as considered here, the task of determining
which probability distribution is symmetric around a function and which function should serve as the center of
this symmetry did not get much attention so far.

For the sake of having a reasonable definition of symmetry for such complicated structures at hand, we define
a new, natural notion of symmetry for functional data. Circumventing the confusion raised by the ambiguity
in R

K by acceding to the notion of halfspace symmetry in Section 2.1, it is fairly straightforward to see how a
symmetric distribution of a random function in CK([0, 1]) could be defined.

Definition 4.8. Let P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
. We say that P is halfspace symmetric around a function x∗ : [0, 1] →

R
K , if there exists x∗ Borel measurable such that the marginal distributions Pt ∈ P (

R
K
)

are halfspace sym-
metric around x∗(t) for each t ∈ [0, 1].

A primal question is then what are the properties of the center of symmetry function x∗. One complication,
already mentioned in Section 4.2.1, is that the center of symmetry x∗ is not necessarily a unique function, and
under certain circumstances there can exist a whole set of functions which are centers of symmetry

Θ (P) =
{
x∗ : [0, 1] → R

K : x∗ is the center of halfspace symmetry of P
}

for P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
.

Distributions P halfspace symmetric around a whole set of functions were constructed in Examples 4.4 and 4.5.
There, it was shown (as each distribution Q ∈ P (R) is halfspace symmetric around its median) that even
for halfspace symmetric probability distributions P attaining values in CK([0, 1]) only, the set Θ (P) may have
empty intersection with the space CK([0, 1]).

This however does not prevent us from reasonably extending property (D2) to the setup of vector-valued
functional data as stated in (DF2). The condition asserts that

• for any x ∈ CK([0, 1])
FD (x; P, D) ≤ FD (x∗; P, D) ,

• and that there exists a sequence of continuous functions {xν} ⊂ CK([0, 1]) so that

FD
(
xν ; P, D

) −−−−→
ν→∞ FD (x∗; P, D) .

The first assertion is trivially satisfied provided condition (D2) holds true for D and the second assertion is a
direct corollary of part (ii) of Theorem 4.6. This then leads to the following main result.

Theorem 4.9. If D satisfies (D2), (D4) and (D5), then FD based on D satisfies (DF2).

Proof. Follows immediately from the considerations preceding the statement of the theorem. �

To conclude the section on maximality properties of integrated depth we add one additional theorem dis-
cussing the existence of the deepest function similar to Theorem 4.7. Here we state that one can be more
specific about the uniqueness of the maximizing function x∗ if the distribution P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])

)
is halfspace

symmetric. To do this, recall from Zuo and Serfling ([40], Thm. 2.1) that the center of the halfspace symmetry
of Q ∈ P (

R
K
)

is unique, if it exists and

(U) the support of Q is not concentrated on a subset of a line L ⊂ R
K , on which the (univariate) distribution

of Q has more than one median.

Assumption (U) is evidently satisfied if, for instance, the support of Q is connected or contiguous [18], or if Q
is absolutely continuous and K > 1.
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Theorem 4.10. Let P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

be halfspace symmetric and let Pt satisfy (U) for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Then P
is halfspace symmetric around a unique, continuous function x∗ ∈ CK([0, 1]).

Proof. The existence and uniqueness of the function x∗ follow immediately from Zuo and Serfling ([40],
Thm. 2.1). It remains to show that x∗ ∈ CK([0, 1]).

Fix t and a sequence {tν} in [0, 1], tν → t. Suppose now that x∗(tν) 
→ x∗(t). By the tightness of the measure
P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])

)
there exists a subsequence {tη} and θ̃ 
= x∗(t) such that x∗(tη) → θ̃. Let X be a random

function with distribution P. As x∗(t) is the unique center of the symmetry, there exists a closed halfspace H̃
passing through the origin such that

P
(
X(t) − θ̃ ∈ H̃

)
<

1
2
. (4.8)

Note that P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

implies that X(tη) → X(t) weakly, which further yields that X(tη) − x∗(tη)
converges to X(t)−θ̃ weakly. Now by the Portmanteau theorem ([9], Thm. 11.1.1) used for the closed halfspace H̃
it follows that

1
2 ≤ lim sup

η→∞
P
(
X(tη) − x∗(tη) ∈ H̃

) ≤ P
(
X(t) − θ̃ ∈ H̃

)
,

contradicting (4.8) and finishing the proof of the theorem. �

Note that in Example 4.4 the distribution P satisfies all conditions of Theorem 4.10 except for condition (U)
at a single marginal t = 0.5. That is why the function of halfspace symmetry cannot be chosen to be continuous
there.

To end this section, we discuss already available results related to the maximality of integrated depth. First
we note that most of the problems connected with the definition of symmetry in functional spaces have not been
dealt with so far. Cuevas and Fraiman [4], López-Pintado and Romo [23], López-Pintado et al. [25] and Claeskens
et al. [2] consider at some point an extension of condition (D2) to the functional setup, but each deals with
a simpler (more specific) framework. López-Pintado and Romo ([23], Prop. 2) and Cuevas and Fraiman ([4],
Sect. 2, Prop. (ii)) restrict to the case of central symmetry of P. In the latter paper, even though the considered
depth D is basically a multiple of sD used in Example 4.5, the emerging problems outlined in Example 4.5
are overcome by assuming absolutely continuous marginals Pt. Finally, both Claeskens et al. ([2], Thm. 1 (ii))
and López-Pintado et al. ([25], Thm. 2) assume that the center of symmetry function x∗ must be unique and
continuous itself.

Concerning existence and continuity of the function maximizing integrated depth, results of a similar fashion
have been stated by Claeskens et al. ([2], Thm. 2). In this section we study the problem from a more general
point of view and moreover (i) address the measurability issues; (ii) provide stronger results in Theorems 4.6, 4.7
and 4.10; (iii) avoid making technical assumptions concerning semicontinuity of some set-valued mappings (such
as Assumptions (a) or (b) in Theorem 2 of Claeskens et al. [2]) since their validity is not easy to verify for any
D, or probability P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])

)
.

In this section we explored which of the firm given conditions (D1)–(D6) are sufficient for the existence of a
measurable function maximizing FD in Theorem 4.6, and in Theorems 4.7 and 4.10 we have directly specified
which conditions ensure the continuity of such generalized median functions.

4.3. Quasi-concavity as a function of x

The extension of condition (D3) to vector-valued functions and P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

is straightforward, as
convexity is well established in any vector space. This leads to (DF3).

An alternative definition of quasi-concavity of an arbitrary function f : S → R ([34], Sect. 81) for a vector
space S is that for each γ ∈ [0, 1] and u, v ∈ S

f(γu + (1 − γ)v) ≥ min {f(u), f(v)} . (4.9)

As the following simple counter-example shows, quasi-concavity seems to be too restrictive for an integrated
depth of functional data, even if D satisfies (D3).
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0.0

0.5

1.0

0.0 0.5 1.0

Figure 3. Example 4.11. Functions x, y (solid lines), their convex combination 0.5x + 0.5y
(dashed line) and a part of the support of the distribution P (colored region). The functions x
and y have positive integrated depth, but their convex combination has zero depth.

Example 4.11. Let μ be the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], K = 1 and D = hD. By Appendix A D satisfies (D3).
Let for all t ∈ [0, 1] be the marginal distribution Pt distributed uniformly on [0.5, 1.5]. Let the functions x and
y be defined as follows

x(t) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, t ≤ 1

3 ,

3t − 1, t ∈ (
1
3 , 2

3

)
,

1, t ≥ 2
3 ,

y(t) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1, t ≤ 1

3 ,

2 − 3t, t ∈ (
1
3 , 2

3

)
,

0, t ≥ 2
3 .

Note that y(t) = 1 − x(t). The functions x and y are depicted in Figure 3. Further it is easy to see that

FD
(

1
2 x + 1

2 y; P, hD
)

= 0 < 5
24 = FD

(
x; P, hD

)
= FD

(
y; P, hD

)
and hence (4.9) is violated for FD.

Although (DF3) is not satisfied by integrated depth, a weaker version of it – property (DFW
3 ) can be shown

to be valid. Mosler and Polyakova ([31], Condition FD4 on p. 7) offer a possible generalization of (DW
3 ) into the

setup of vector-valued functional data.

(DFW
3 ) Decreasing along rays: if a maximum depth FD over CK([0, 1]) is attained at x∗ : [0, 1] → R

K Borel
measurable, then for every x : [0, 1] → R

K Borel measurable and γ ∈ [0, 1]

FD
(
γx∗ + (1 − γ)x; P, D

) ≥ FD
(
x; P, D

)
.

Notice that the correctness of the previous condition is justified by Theorem 3.1 (iii).
Observation (4.2) implies that

FD
(
x∗; P, D

)
=

∫ 1

0

sup
u∈RK

D
(
u; Pt

)
dμ(t),

which further yields that x∗(t) maximizes D(· ; Pt) for almost all t ∈ [0, 1]. Thus (DFW
3 ) is certainly satisfied

provided that (DW
3 ) holds for D. This was already observed by Claeskens et al. ([2], Thm. 1 (iii)) as well.

Theorem 4.12. If D satisfies (DW
3 ), then FD based on D satisfies (DFW

3 ).

Proof. Straightforward. �
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4.4. Vanishing at infinity

Transcription of the vanishing at infinity property (D4) of D into functional data is also straightforward,
and leads to (DF4). It is easy to see that (DF4) cannot hold true in general for integrated depth based on D
satisfying (D4). We illustrate this with an example.

Example 4.13. Let μ be the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], K = 1 and D = hD. By Appendix A, D satisfies (D4).
Consider the sequence

xν(t) =

{
ν(1 − νt), if t < 1/ν,
0, otherwise,

for ν > 0. Now ‖xν‖ = ν → ∞, but FD(xν ; P, hD) tends to the depth of a zero function. Property (DF4) is
then evidently not satisfied for those P for which FD(0; P, hD) > 0. Moreover, if the distribution P is halfspace
symmetric around 0 and (DF2) holds for FD, then FD(xν ; P, hD) converges even to supx∈C([0,1]) FD(x; P, hD).

Although the lack of property (DF4) seems to be troubling, one has to keep in mind that the sequence
of functions {xν} used in the counter-example is rather tricky and out of interest in applications. One can
recover (DF4) provided that one can restrict to the functions whose growth is in some way uniformly bounded.
For instance let C̃K([0, 1]) be a subset of CK([0, 1]) such that

sup
x∈C̃K([0,1])

K∑
k=1

(
sup

t∈[0,1]

x(k)(t) − inf
t∈[0,1]

x(k)(t)
)

< ∞

and suppose only x ∈ C̃K([0, 1]).
Another option is to consider a more stringent version of the convergence to infinity criterion, as assumed

in Claeskens et al. ([2], Thm. 1 (iv)) and López-Pintado et al. ([25], Thm. 2). There, the convergence in norm
condition ‖xν‖ −−−−→

ν→∞ ∞ was bent to the form

∣∣∣xν
(k)(t)

∣∣∣ −−−−→
ν→∞ ∞ for μ-almost all t ∈ [0, 1] and some k = 1, . . . , K.

In both cases mentioned, property (DF4) is trivially satisfied.

4.5. Continuity as a function of x

It is easy to formulate (D5) for functions (cf. [4]), which results into (DF5). The next theorem assures
that (DF5) holds when the depth D satisfies (D5).

Theorem 4.14. If D satisfies (D5), then FD based on D satisfies (DF5).

Proof. Suppose that xν , x ∈ CK([0, 1]) and xν −−−−→
ν→∞ x. Put fν(t) = D(xν(t); Pt) and f(t) = D(x(t); Pt). As

xν(t) → x(t) for each t ∈ [0, 1], (D5) implies that f(t) ≥ lim supν→∞ fν(t) for every t ∈ [0, 1]. The statement
then follows by application of Fatou’s lemma (see e.g. Thm. 4.3.3 of [9]) to the sequence of functions {1 − fν},
since the depth D in (2.1) is assumed to be bounded by 1 from above. �

4.6. Weak continuity as a functional of P

Condition (D6) can be generalized easily. See (DF6). A slightly different version (for given x, without sup)
of this condition was already stated and shown for the integrated dual depth Cuevas and Fraiman [4].

Theorem 4.15. If D satisfies (D6) for Pt, for almost all t ∈ [0, 1], then FD based on D satisfies (DF6) at P.
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Proof. We have

sup
x∈CK([0,1])

|FD (x; Pν , D) − FD (x; P, D)| ≤
∫ 1

0

sup
x∈CK([0,1])

|D (x(t); Pν,t) − D (x(t); Pt)| dμ(t)

=
∫ 1

0

sup
u∈RK

|D (u; Pν,t) − D (u; Pt)| dμ(t),

and the last term vanishes by (D6) and the dominated convergence theorem (see e.g. Thm. 4.3.5 of [9]). Notice
that the measurability of the integrand function above is assured by part (iv) of Theorem 3.1. �

Note that (DF6) implies the qualitative robustness property [16] of FD at given Q (see e.g. Thm. 1 of [27]).
Further, as observed by Mizera ([27], Prop. 1) condition (DF6) implies also the strong consistency of the
sample depth (see (sC1) in Sect. 5). However, condition (D6) is very strict and strong consistency can often be
proved under weaker assumptions. In Section 5 we discuss sufficient conditions under which (weak and strong)
consistency of a generic functional depth is guaranteed.

5. Consistency

In this section the consistency of the integrated depth functional FD given in (2.6) is investigated. Roughly
speaking, we discuss when consistency properties of the underlying finite-dimensional depth function D are
inherited by its integral FD.

Recall that for a measurable space S and P ∈ P (S), Pn ∈ P (S) stands for an empirical measure of n
independent observations from P. Following the terminology of Dudley et al. [10] we say that an estimator
T : S × P (S) → R satisfies

(sC1) strong consistency at P if
sup
x∈S

∣∣T (
x; P

)− T
(
x; Pn

)∣∣ a.s.−−−−→
n→∞ 0;

(sC2) strong universal consistency if (sC1) holds for each P ∈ P (S);
(sC3) strong uniform consistency if for each ε > 0

sup
P∈P(S)

P

(
sup
m≥n

sup
x∈S

∣∣T (
x; P

)− T
(
x; Pm

)∣∣ > ε

)
−−−−→
n→∞ 0;

(wC1) weak consistency at P if

sup
x∈S

∣∣T (
x; P

)− T
(
x; Pn

)∣∣ P−−−−→
n→∞ 0;

(wC2) weak universal consistency if (wC1) holds for each P ∈ P (S), and finally;
(wC3) weak uniform consistency if for each ε > 0

sup
P∈P(S)

P

(
sup
x∈S

∣∣T (
x; P

)− T
(
x; Pn

)∣∣ > ε

)
−−−−→
n→∞ 0.

Note that the following chain of implications holds:

(sC3) ⇒ (sC2) ⇒ (sC1)
⇓ ⇓ ⇓

(wC3) ⇒ (wC2) ⇒ (wC1)
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Herein, the mildest notion of consistency is weak consistency (wC1), in other words, convergence in probability
uniformly in x ∈ S. In general, one can also consider consistency at x ∈ S, for x fixed. If one speaks about
consistency in the context of data depth functions however, one most of the times means consistency to hold
uniformly in x ∈ S, as this is necessary for the vast majority of applications. For instance, to show the consistency
of any of the generalized medians (the point with the highest depth value), depth contours [17], or depth-based
L-statistics [13], it is necessary to have consistency of depth to be guaranteed uniformly in x ∈ S. Without this
concept of uniform consistency, a depth itself is of very limited practical, and theoretical, importance.

Remark 5.1. If the difference
∣∣T (

x; P
)− T

(
x; Pn

)∣∣ is bounded uniformly in n ∈ N, then the convergence in
probability is equivalent to L1-convergence. In particular, condition (wC3) is equivalent to

sup
P∈P(S)

E
[
sup
x∈S

∣∣T (
x; P

)− T
(
x; Pn

)∣∣] −−−−→
n→∞ 0.

This type of results was discussed in ([4], Eq. (14) in Thm. 2).

In Section 5.1 we establish conditions under which weak consistency results for generic depth functions hold.
Section 5.2 is devoted to establishing sufficient conditions under which strong consistency results are guaranteed
to hold. We refer the readers interested in the full details of the proofs to Appendix C where we discuss results
regarding consistency properties of depths of the integrated type provided in the literature and where we point
out some problematic issues in the proofs of the published results.

5.1. Weak consistency results

The following theorem states that weak consistency results for D are taken over by FD.

Theorem 5.2. Let FD be based on a depth function D and P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
. Then the following holds:

(i) If (wC1) is satisfied by D at Pt for all t ∈ [0, 1], then (wC1) is satisfied by FD at P.
(ii) If (wC2) is satisfied by D, then (wC2) is satisfied by FD.
(iii) If (wC3) is satisfied by D, then (wC3) is satisfied by FD.

Before we proof the theorem, note that using Remark 2.6 one can deduce that for K = 1 and D given
by (2.8) the weak consistency result in (wC3) can be derived from ([4], Thm. 2). We extend this result to K > 1
and an arbitrary depth measure satisfying an appropriate weak consistency property. We also pay attention to
non-trivial measurability issues arising in the proof.

Proof. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2 of Cuevas and Fraiman [4], the dominated convergence theorem (see
e.g. Thm. 4.3.5 of [9]) is utilized in what follows. In comparison to the original proof, appropriate attention
is paid to the measurability of the involved functions as the measurability is an important assumption of the
dominated convergence theorem.

Let X1, X2, . . . be random vector-valued functions defined on the probability space (Ω,F , P). We prove only
parts (ii) and (iii) of the theorem. The proof of (i) is completely analogous to the proof of (ii).

Part (ii): Weak universal consistency
For a given ω ∈ Ω define a function

Sn(t, ω) = sup
u∈RK

∣∣D(
u; Pt

)− D
(
u; Pn,t(ω)

)∣∣ . (5.1)

By Theorem 3.1 this function is jointly universally measurable in ω and t, which further implies that for each
n ∈ N the function

sn(t) = E [Sn(t, ω)] =
∫

Ω

sup
u∈RK

∣∣D(
u; Pt

)− D
(
u; Pn,t(ω)

)∣∣ dP(ω)
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is universally measurable as a function of t ∈ [0, 1]. It is easy to see that sn : [0, 1] → [0, 1], |sn| ≤ 1 and by (wC2)
of D on R

K one gets that sn(t) −−−−→
n→∞ 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Now, by Fubini–Tonelli’s theorem ([9], Thm. 4.4.5)

E

[
sup

x∈CK([0,1])

∣∣FD
(
x; P, D

) −FD
(
x; Pn, D

)∣∣ ] ≤ E

[
sup

x∈CK([0,1])

∫ 1

0

∣∣D(
x(t); Pt

)− D
(
x(t); Pn,t

)∣∣ dμ(t)

]

≤
∫

Ω

∫ 1

0

sup
u∈RK

∣∣D(
u; Pt

)− D
(
u; Pn,t(ω)

)∣∣ dμ(t) dP(ω)

=
∫ 1

0

∫
Ω

sup
u∈RK

∣∣D(
u; Pt

)− D
(
u; Pn,t(ω)

)∣∣ dP(ω) dμ(t)

=
∫ 1

0

sn(t) dμ(t), (5.2)

where the last integral tends to zero thanks to the dominated convergence theorem.

Part (iii): Weak uniform consistency

By the assumptions of the theorem and Remark 5.1

sup
Q∈P(RK)

E
[

sup
u∈RK

∣∣D(u; Q) − D(u; Qn)
∣∣] −−−−→

n→∞ 0. (5.3)

Analogously as for the proof of weak universal consistency one can make use of Fubini–Tonelli’s theorem and
bound

sup
P∈P(CK([0,1]))

E

[
sup

x∈CK([0,1])

∣∣FD
(
x; P, D

)− FD
(
x; Pn, D

)∣∣]

≤
∫ 1

0

sup
P∈P(CK([0,1]))

∫
Ω

sup
u∈RK

∣∣D(
u; Pt

)− D
(
u; Pt,n(ω)

)∣∣ dP(ω) dμ(t)

≤
∫ 1

0

sup
Q∈P(RK)

E
[

sup
u∈RK

∣∣D(
u; Q

)− D
(
u; Qn

)∣∣] dμ(t)

= sup
Q∈P(RK)

E
[

sup
u∈RK

∣∣D(
u; Q

)− D
(
u; Qn

)∣∣] ,

which converges to zero by (5.3). �

When trying to show the strong (universal) consistency (sC1) or (sC2), it is tempting to proceed just as in
part (ii) of the previous proof and simply consider the function Sn from (5.1), without taking its expectation, in
the chain of inequalities (5.2). Then, the resulting integral would vanish as n → ∞ just as in (5.2) and we would
seemingly have shown the strong consistency without any additional effort. This is, nevertheless, a step where
one needs to proceed very carefully as we are trying to establish the almost sure convergence in CK([0, 1]) – an
infinite-dimensional space. The strong consistency (sC1) for S = CK([0, 1]) and T = FD must be understood
in the sense of almost sure convergence on the space CK([0, 1]), that is

lim
n→∞ sup

x∈CK([0,1])

∣∣FD
(
x; P, D

)− FD
(
x; Pn(ω), D

)∣∣ = 0 for all ω ∈ Ω \ N, P(N) = 0. (5.4)

On the other hand, if we try to substitute Sn into (5.2), the strong (universal) consistency of D gives us only
that for all t ∈ [0, 1]

lim
n→∞ sup

u∈RK

∣∣D(
u; Pt

)− D
(
u; Pn,t(ω)

)∣∣ = 0 for all ω ∈ Ω \ Nt, P(Nt) = 0.
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One then can try to explore the structure of the set N ⊂ Ω of elementary events for which the pointwise
convergence of the integrand function in an analogue of (5.2) is violated. Certainly the set N is a subset of a
union of Pt-null sets

N ⊂
⋃

t∈[0,1]

Nt. (5.5)

However, this relation is far too weak to establish the desired property P(N) = 0 that is necessary for the
almost sure convergence in (5.4) to hold true. This important problem has not been tackled in the literature
so far, and its resolution plays a crucial role in the theory of almost sure convergence on infinite-dimensional
spaces. In Section 5.2 below, we show that for the particular case of the integral functional as the mapping
transforming the infinite-dimensional structure CK([0, 1]) to R, it is possible to show that P(N) = 0. However,
in general this appears to be a challenging problem of considerable complexity.

5.2. Strong consistency results

In this section we prove strong consistency results for integrated depth (2.6), that maps an infinite-dimensional
random function (3.1) into the target space R. For this type of functionals it is possible to overcome the difficulties
with the almost sure convergence outlined at the end of Section 5.1. As a basic measure-theoretic argument we
use (in the proof of Thm. 5.3) the universal measurability of the function h̃ from part (iv) of Theorem 3.1. This
argument, however, cannot be used straightforwardly when dealing with functionals different from the integral
functional in (2.6). Our main strong consistency result is provided in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3. Let FD be based on D and P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
.

(i) If (sC1) is satisfied by D at Pt for all t ∈ [0, 1], then (sC1) is satisfied by FD at P.
(ii) If (sC2) is satisfied by D, then (sC2) is satisfied by FD.

Proof. Just as for Theorem 5.2, the proof of (i) follows easily from the proof of (ii). Therefore, we prove only (ii).
For P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])

)
define a random process on [0, 1]× Ω

X(t, ω) = lim supn→∞ sup
x∈CK([0,1])

|D (x(t); Pt) − D (x(t); Pn,t (ω))|

and a corresponding collection of random variables X(t) ≡ X(t, ·) : Ω → [0, 1].
The process X is positive, bounded by 1 and universally measurable in (t, ω). The measurability follows from

part (iv) of Theorem 3.1 and the measurability of the countable lim sup functional. If D satisfies (sC2), then for
any t ∈ [0, 1] is the set

Nt = {ω ∈ Ω : X(t, ω) 
= 0}
of zero P-measure in Ω. Therefore, we can write by Fubini–Tonelli’s theorem

E
[∣∣∣∣∫ 1

0

X(t) dμ(t)
∣∣∣∣] =

∫
Ω

∣∣∣∣∫ 1

0

X(t, ω) dμ(t)
∣∣∣∣ dP (ω) ≤

∫
Ω

∫ 1

0

|X(t, ω)| dμ(t) dP (ω)

=
∫ 1

0

∫
Ω

|X(t, ω)| dP (ω) dμ(t)

=
∫ 1

0

(∫
Nt

|X(t, ω)| dP (ω) +
∫

Ω\Nt

|X(t, ω)| dP (ω)

)
dμ(t)

= 0

and hence ∫ 1

0

X(t) dμ(t) = 0 for P-almost all ω ∈ Ω.

Now a chain of inequalities analogous to (5.2) yields the result easily. �
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5.3. Consistency of the generalized median function

With the consistency of the integrated depth FD at hand, a further interest in statistical inference
goes to quantities derived from the integrated depth. Often interest goes to the maximizer of the sample
depth FD(·; Pn, D), and a major question is whether for large sample sizes n, this maximizer is close to the set
of maximizers of the population version of the depth function FD(·; P, D). A full and correct answer to this
question, requires a study of the existence, the measurability and the continuity of the deepest point (function)
with respect to the depth function FD defined and discussed in Section 4.2.

For BK([0, 1]) the set of Borel measurable functions on [0, 1] define the set

FM =
{
x ∈ BK([0, 1]) : FD(x; P, D) =

∫ 1

0

sup
u∈RK

D
(
u; Pt

)
dμ(t).

}
By Theorem 4.6 in Section 4.2 the set FM is non-empty, provided (D4) and (D5) hold true for D.

Note that also some care is needed when defining the sample generalized median, as the set of maximizers
of FD(·; Pn, D) does not need to contain a continuous function. But thanks again to Theorem 4.6 there exists,
for each η > 0, a function xη ∈ CK([0, 1]) such that

sup
x∈BK([0,1])

{FD (x; Pn, D) − FD (xη; Pn, D)} < η. (5.6)

Finally, to be able to formulate the result about the convergence we need to specify a distance between
two vector functions on [0, 1]. As the distance given by the norm (2.4) of the difference of the functions is not
appropriate (see Example 4.13), we use here the distance

dμ(x, y) = inf
{

ε > 0 : μ
{
t : ‖x(t) − y(t)‖RK ≤ ε

} ≥ 1 − ε
}
. (5.7)

In the following theorem we utilize the notions of outer convergence (see Chap. 1.9 of [38]) due to possible
measurability issues.

Theorem 5.4. Let P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

and FD be based on D that satisfies (D4) and (D5). Let ηn ↘ 0 and xηn ∈
CK([0, 1]) be a sequence such that (5.6) holds (with η replaced with ηn). Put dμ (x, FM) = infy∈FM dμ (x, y).
Then the following holds:

(i) If D satisfies (wC1) at P, then

dμ (xηn , FM) P∗−−−−→
n→∞ 0,

where P∗ denotes the convergence in outer probability.
(ii) If D satisfies (sC1) at P, then

dμ (xηn , FM) a.s.∗−−−−→
n→∞ 0,

where a.s.∗ denotes the convergence outer almost surely.

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 4.6 it follows that the set FM is nonempty.
Fix ε > 0 and suppose for a moment that

δ(ε) = sup
x∈CK([0,1])

FD(x; P, D) − sup
x∈FMc

ε

FD(x; P, D) > 0, (5.8)

where FM c
ε =

{
x ∈ CK([0, 1]) : dμ(x, FM) > ε

}
. Note that[

dμ(xηn , FM) > ε

]
⊂

[
sup

x∈FMc
ε

FD(x; Pn, D) ≥ inf
x∈FM

FD(x; Pn, D) − ηn

]
⊂ An ∪ Bn,
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where

An =
[

sup
x∈CK([0,1])

∣∣FD(x; P, D) − FD(x; Pn, D)| > δ(ε)
3

]
,

Bn =
[

δ(ε)
3 + sup

x∈FMc
ε

FD(x; P, D) ≥ − δ(ε)
3 + inf

x∈FM
FD(x; P, D) − ηn

]
.

With the help of (5.8) and the weak (strong) consistency of FD one gets P
(
An

) −−−−→
n→∞ 0 or P

(⋃∞
N=n AN

) −−−−→
n→∞

0, respectively. For all sufficiently large n the set Bn (as well as
⋃∞

N=n BN ) is an empty set. Thus to finish the
proof it remains to show that (5.8) holds for each ε > 0.

Fix P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
. Let M(t) be the set of points in R

K that for a given t maximize D(·, Pt) (see also (4.4))
and M c

ε (t) be given by (4.5). Then by the proof of Theorem 4.7 the identifiability mapping ν : (0,∞)× [0, 1] →
(0,∞) of the depth function D defined as

ν(ε, t) = sup
u∈RK

D (u; Pt) − sup
u∈Mc

ε (t)

D (u; Pt) ,

is positive for each ε > 0 and t ∈ [0, 1]. Further, analogously as in the proof of the measurability of the
function (3.4) in Theorem 3.1 one can argue that ν is universally measurable as a function of t for each fixed
ε > 0.

Fix x ∈ CK([0, 1]) such that dμ(x, FM) > ε. Further, for x∗ ∈ FM define

Nx,x∗ =
{
t ∈ [0, 1] : ‖x(t) − x∗(t)‖RK > ε

}
and note that μ(Nx,x∗) > ε by the definition of dμ.

Now one can bound

FD (x∗; P, D) − FD (x; P, D) =
∫ 1

0

D (x∗(t); Pt) dμ(t) −
∫ 1

0

D (x(t); Pt) dμ(t)

>

∫
Nx,x∗

ν(ε, t) dμ(t) ≥ inf
N∈Nε

{∫
N

ν(ε, t) dμ(t)
}

, (5.9)

where Nε is a set of universally measurable subsets of [0, 1] of μ-measure greater than ε. Note that the last
term in (5.9) is a lower bound for δ(ε) from (5.8). Thus to finish the proof it remains to show that this term is
positive.

Denote
N1 =

{
t ∈ [0, 1] : ν(ε, t) > 1

}
and

Nj =
{

t ∈ [0, 1] : ν(ε, t) ∈ (
1
j , 1

j−1

]}
for j = 2, 3, . . .

Then obviously for each j ∈ N ∫
Nj

ν(ε, t) dμ(t) > 1
j μ (Nj)

and by positivity of ν(ε, t) the sets Nj form a pairwise disjoint partition of [0, 1], which further implies that∑∞
j=1 μ (Nj) = 1. Thus it is possible to find a J ∈ N such that

∞∑
j=J

μ(Nj) = μ

( ∞⋃
j=J

Nj

)
<

ε

2
.
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Now one can conclude that for any N ⊂ [0, 1] such that μ(N) > ε∫
N

ν(ε, t) dμ(t) =
∫
⋃∞

j=J Nj∩N

ν(ε, t) dμ(t) +
∫
⋃J−1

j=1 Nj∩N

ν(ε, t) dμ(t) > 0 + ε
2

1
J−1 > 0. (5.10)

Finally (5.10) implies that the right hand side of (5.9) is positive, which finishes the proof. �

By a straightforward modification of the proof one can show that if the functions in FM are uniformly
bounded and also the functions {xηn}∞n=1 are uniformly bounded, then the statement of Theorem 5.4 holds true
when dμ defined by (5.7) is replaced by the L1(μ)-distance

dL1(μ)(x, y) =
∫ 1

0

∥∥x(t) − y(t)
∥∥

RK dμ(t).

As far as we know Theorem 5.4 is the only result regarding depth-based generalized medians in an infinite-
dimensional setup. The result of Cuevas and Fraiman [4] is restricted to the case of a finite-dimensional distri-
bution P ∈ P (

R
K
)
, where the compactness argument of the unit ball can be used.

Appendix A. Properties of finite-dimensional depths

In this section, we investigate the validity of the results provided in the paper for some special choices of
depth:

• in Section A.1 for Tukey’s halfspace depth hD as defined in (2.2);
• in Section A.2 for the simplicial depth sD defined in (2.3);
• in Section A.3 for the one-dimensional band depth defined in (A.5);
• in Section A.4 for the modified half-region depth defined in (A.8).

The main results of this section concern the validity of the measurability condition (D7) of a given finite-
dimensional depth D in (2.1). In most cases, this will be achieved by showing the joint upper semicontinuity
(u.s.c.) of D in both its arguments

lim sup
ν→∞

D (uν ; Qν) ≤ D (u; Q) for Qν
w−−−−→

ν→∞ Q and uν −−−−→
ν→∞ u. (A.1)

As an u.s.c. function is always Borel measurable (see e.g. Rem. on pp. 12–13 in [20]), (A.1) implies condi-
tion (D7). Since the non-zero condition from (D7) is usually trivially satisfied, proving (D7) is then reduced to
establishing (A.1).

A.1. Halfspace Depth

Remark A.1. For the halfspace depth function Properties (D1), (D2), (D3) and (D4) hold true for each Q ∈
P (

R
K
)
, as was shown by Zuo and Serfling ([39], Thm. 2.1) and Donoho and Gasko ([7], Lem. 2.2). Property (D5)

is shown by Donoho and Gasko ([7], Lem. 6.1). If Q satisfies condition

Q(L) = 0 for all hyperplanes L ⊂ R
K , (A.2)

which is ensured by the absolute continuity of Q, then hD satisfies also (D6) (see Thm. A.3) below. In conclusion,
if Q is absolutely continuous, then hD has all the desired properties (D1)–(D6).

Mizera and Volauf ([28], Prop. 1) established (A.1) for hD, which straightforwardly implies that Property (D7)
holds for hD. This is stated formally in Theorem A.2.

Theorem A.2. Property (D7) holds for the halfspace depth hD.
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Theorem A.3. The halfspace depth hD satisfies (sC3). If (A.2) holds, then Property (D6) is satisfied for hD
as well.

Proof. Let us first prove that (sC3) holds for the halfspace depth hD. Using definition (2.2) of hD one can
bound

sup
u∈RK

∣∣hD (u; Qn) − hD (u; Q)
∣∣ = sup

u∈RK

∣∣∣∣ inf
H∈H,u∈H

Qn(H) − inf
H∈H,u∈H

Q(H)
∣∣∣∣

≤ sup
u∈RK

sup
H∈H,u∈H

∣∣Qn(H) − Q(H)
∣∣

= sup
H∈H

∣∣Qn(H) − Q(H)
∣∣, (A.3)

where H is the class of closed halfspaces on R
K .

Now, as the class of sets H in R
K is an image admissible Suslin VC class of sets, by Dudley et al. ([10],

Prop. 11) it is also a strong uniform Glivenko–Cantelli class. This together with (A.3) finishes this part of the
proof.

Property (D6) follows analogously to the same result for sD presented in ([11], Cor. 2), if one realizes that
H ⊂ A for A being a collection of sets defined in the original proof. �

Remark A.4. By applying the previously mentioned properties of hD, the integrated depth based on hD
satisfies the following properties:

• For all P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
: (DFA

1 ), (DFB
1 ), (DF2), (DFW

3 ), (DF5), (wC3), (sC2), Theorem 4.6 and part (ii)
of Theorem 5.4. Property (DFD

1 ) is satisfied if μ is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1].
• For P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])

)
with marginals Pt satisfying (A.2): (DF6).

• For P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

with marginals Pt absolutely continuous with connected support: Theorem 4.7 (see
Prop. 3.5. [26]).

• For P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

with marginals Pt satisfying (U): Theorem 4.10.

A.2. Simplicial depth

Remark A.5. It is easy to see that Property (D1) holds for the simplicial depth function defined in (2.3) for
each Q ∈ P (

R
K
)
. By Liu ([21], Thm. 1) also Property (D4) holds for each Q. If Q is absolutely continuous

then (D2) holds true ([21], Thm. 3). If Q is absolutely continuous and halfspace symmetric, then (DW
3 ) holds ([21],

Thm. 4). However, for discrete probability distributions these latter properties may fail, as noticed by Zuo and
Serfling [39]. By the derivation of Liu ([21], Thm. 2) Property (D5) is satisfied for all Q. Like for the halfspace
depth hD, (D6) is satisfied for sD if (A.2) holds true, as follows from Dümbgen ([11], Cor. 2). In general, (D3) is
not satisfied for sD as noted by Mosler ([29], p. 120) and the sufficient conditions on Q for the quasi-concavity
to hold for are, to the best of our knowledge, unknown.

The following theorem ensures us about the desired measurability property for the simplicial depth.

Theorem A.6. (D7) is satisfied for the simplicial depth sD.

Proof. We show only (A.1) for sD.
Assume that Qν

w−−−−→
ν→∞ Q and uν → u in R

K . Let Xν and X be random variables having the distribution Qν

and Q respectively. Denote Q̃ν and Q̃ the distribution of Xν − uν and X − u. Then Q̃ν → Q̃ weakly (see e.g.

Thm. 11.3.3(b) [9]), which further implies that the sequence of product measures Q̃K+1
ν =

⊗K+1
k=1 Q̃ν converges

weakly to Q̃K+1 =
⊗K+1

k=1 Q̃.
Put

F =
{

(u1, . . . , uK+1) ∈
(
R

K
)K+1 : 0 ∈ co(u1, . . . , uK+1)

}
.
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and note that it is a closed set. Now using the translation invariance (DA
1 ) implied by (D1) of sD (see Rem. A.5),

and the Portmanteau theorem ([9], Thm. 11.1.1), one gets

lim sup
ν→∞

sD
(
uν; Qν

)
= lim sup

ν→∞
sD

(
0; Q̃ν

)
= lim sup

ν→∞
Q̃K+1

ν (F )

≤ Q̃K+1(F ) = sD
(
0; Q̃

)
= sD

(
u; Q

)
,

which concludes the proof. �

The sample version of the simplicial depth is strongly consistent, as is stated in Theorem A.7.

Theorem A.7. sD satisfies (sC3).

Proof. One can follow the derivation of Dümbgen ([11], Thm. 1) and see that

sup
u∈RK

∣∣sD(u; Qn) − sD(u; Q)
∣∣ ≤ (K + 1) sup

A∈A

∣∣Qn(A) − Q(A)
∣∣, (A.4)

where A is the class of intersections of K closed halfspaces in R
K .

Now, just as in the proof of Theorem A.3, the class of sets A in R
K is an image admissible Suslin VC class,

which together with (A.4) finishes the proof. �

Remark A.8. By applying the previously mentioned properties of the simplicial depth sD, the integrated
depth based on sD satisfies the following properties:

• For all P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
: (DFA

1 ), (DFB
1 ), (DF5), (wC3), (sC2), Theorem 4.6 and part (ii) of Theorem 5.4.

Condition (DFD
1 ) is satisfied if μ is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1].

• For P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

with marginals Pt absolutely continuous: (DF2).
• For P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])

)
with marginals Pt absolutely continuous and halfspace symmetric: (DFW

3 ).
• For P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])

)
with marginals Pt satisfying (A.2): (DF6).

• For P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

with marginals Pt absolutely continuous and satisfying (U): Theorem 4.10.

A.3. (Modified) band depth

Another depth suitable for real-valued (K = 1) functional data was presented in reference [23]. The authors
study band depth, a depth for functional data that is not of the form of an integrated depth (2.6). A modification
of it, the so-called modified band depth, fits into the pattern of integrated depths. We recall the definitions of
univariate band depth and modified band depth, as introduced by López-Pintado and Romo ([23], Sect. 5).

Definition A.9. Let J = 2, 3, . . .. Define a univariate depth for u ∈ R, Q ∈ P (R), and U1, . . . , UJ ∼ Q
independent of each other, as

DJ
B (u; Q) =

1
J − 1

J∑
j=2

P

(
u ∈

[
min

i=1,...,j
Ui, max

i=1,...,j
Ui

])
. (A.5)

For P ∈ P (C ([0, 1])) and x ∈ C ([0, 1]), the modified band depth of J-th order of x with respect to P is defined
as

BDJ (x; P) = FD
(
x; P, DJ

B

)
,

with μ the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1].

First we show that Property (D7) is satisfied for DJ
B, justifying the results given below.
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Theorem A.10. (D7) is satisfied for univariate depth DJ
B for any J = 2, 3, . . .

Proof. Following the lines of the proof of Theorem A.6 and exploiting evident translation invariance (DA
1 ) of

DJ
B, define for each j = 2, . . . , J a set

Fj =
{

(u1, . . . , uj) ∈ R
j : 0 ∈

[
min

i=1,...,j
ui, max

i=1,...,j
ui

]}
and notice that this set is closed in R

j . The rest of the proof is a straightforward modification of the proof of
Theorem A.6. �

Theorem A.11. If Q is absolutely continuous, then Property (D2) is satisfied for the univariate depth DJ
B for

any J = 2, 3, . . .

Proof. Denote by F the continuous distribution function of Q. Then, adhering to the notation from (A.5), we
can, for any u ∈ R, write

P

(
u ∈

[
min

i=1,...,j
Ui, max

i=1,...,j
Ui

])
= 1 − P

(
u 
∈

[
min

i=1,...,j
Ui, max

i=1,...,j
Ui

])
= 1 − F (u)j − (1 − F (u))j

,

and

DJ
B (u; Q) =

1
J − 1

J∑
j=2

(
1 − F (u)j − (1 − F (u))j

)
. (A.6)

As the last expression attains its maximal value at F (u) = 0.5, the highest value of DJ
B is attained at the

median of Q. In this case, the median is the only center of halfspace symmetry of Q, as already discussed in
Section 4.2.2. �

Theorem A.12. If Q is absolutely continuous, then Property (D6) is satisfied for the univariate depth DJ
B for

any J = 2, 3, . . ..

Proof. Exploiting (A.6), for Qν
w−−−−→

ν→∞ Q, Qν and Q having distribution functions Fν and F , respectively, we
may write

sup
u∈R

∣∣DJ
B (u; Q) − DJ

B (u; Qν)
∣∣ ≤ sup

u∈R

1
J − 1

J∑
j=2

∣∣∣Fν(u)j − F (u)j + (1 − Fν(u))j − (1 − F (u))j
∣∣∣

≤ 1
J − 1

J∑
j=2

(
sup
u∈R

∣∣Fν(u)j − F (u)j
∣∣ + sup

u∈R

∣∣∣(1 − Fν(u))j − (1 − F (u))j
∣∣∣)

≤ 1
J − 1

J∑
j=2

(
j sup

u∈R

|Fν(u) − F (u)| + j sup
u∈R

|(1 − Fν(u)) − (1 − F (u))|
)

,

and the last term vanishes as ν → ∞ by Pólya’s theorem (cf. Thm. 7.14 of [5]). �

Remark A.13. As we restrict ourselves only to the case of K = 1 for band depth, Property (D1) is trivial to
be verified. By López-Pintado and Romo ([23], Thm. 1) Properties (D4) and (D5) hold true for any Q ∈ P (R),
whereas (DW

3 ) is satisfied provided Q is absolutely continuous. By Theorem A.11 above also (D2) is satisfied
provided Q is absolutely continuous. (D6) was verified in Theorem A.12 for Q absolutely continuous. (sC2) has
been established by López-Pintado and Romo ([23], Thm. 2).
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Remark A.14. Given the previously mentioned properties of DJ
B, the modified band depth satisfies:

• For all P ∈ P (C ([0, 1])): (DFA
1 ), (DFB

1 ), (DFD
1 ), (DF5), (sC2), Theorem 4.6 and part (ii) of Theorem 5.4.

• For P ∈ P (C ([0, 1])) with marginals Pt absolutely continuous: (DF2), (DFW
3 ), (DF6).

• For P ∈ P (C ([0, 1])) with marginals Pt absolutely continuous and satisfying (U): Theorem 4.10.

A.4. (Modified) half-region depth

In López-Pintado and Romo [24] it is suggested that the depth of real-valued (K = 1) random functions
should be measured by a half-region depth, similar in nature to the band depth. The half-region depth itself is
not an integrated depth as defined in (2.6) in Section 2.2. However López-Pintado and Romo [24] also propose
a modification of the half-region depth that can be rewritten as a minimum of two members of the family of
integrated depth functionals. The definition of modified half-region depth of López-Pintado and Romo [24] reads
as follows.

Definition A.15. Define two univariate depths for u ∈ R and Q ∈ P (R) as

DU (u; Q) = Q ([u,∞)) ,

DL (u; Q) = Q ((−∞, u]) .
(A.7)

Then for P ∈ P (C ([0, 1])) and x ∈ C ([0, 1]), the modified half-region depth of x with respect to P is defined as

MSH (x; P) = min {FD (x; P, DU ) , FD (x; P, DL)} , (A.8)

with μ the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1].

López-Pintado and Romo [24] state that under certain conditions imposed on P the modified half-region
depth satisfies (sC1) for P and the proofs for that are analogous of the ones for the (not modified) half-region
depth. However, as shown in ([15], Sect. 3) there are some problematic issues regarding the latter proofs, and
they cannot simply be adapted to the setup of the modified half-region depth. That is why in this section we
prove the strong universal consistency result (sC2) for MSH .

To justify the reasoning in the proof of the consistency result in Theorem A.17 below, we first establish
the measurability property (D7) for the univariate depths DU and DL. As the couple of depths DU and DL

evidently shares the same properties, we consider only DU here.

Theorem A.16. (D7) is satisfied for the univariate depth DU .

Proof. Once again, we show that (A.1) holds for DU . Let Qν
w−−−−→

ν→∞ Q in P (R) and uν −−−−→
ν→∞ u in R. As (DA

1 ) is
obviously satisfied by DU , we may proceed again just as in the proof of Theorem A.6 for sD. The only difference
is that we define F to be a set

F = {u ∈ R : 0 ∈ [u,∞)} = [0,∞) ,

which is closed in R. Statement (A.1) then follows again from the Portmanteau theorem. �

Theorem A.17. The modified half-region depth for functions MSH satisfies (sC2).

Proof. By the usual Glivenko–Cantelli’s theorem ([38], Chap. 2.4) both univariate depths DU and DL from
(A.7) satisfy (sC2). By part (ii) of Theorem 5.3, both integrated depths based on DU and DL are strongly
universally consistent as well. Since the modified half-space depth is defined as the minimum of the resulting
integrated depths, we can write for any P ∈ P (C ([0, 1])) as done in López-Pintado and Romo ([24], Prop. 4)

sup
x∈C([0,1])

|MSH (x; P) − MSH (x; Pn)| ≤ sup
x∈C([0,1])

|FD (x; P, DU ) − FD (x; Pn, DU )|

+ sup
x∈C([0,1])

|FD (x; P, DL) − FD (x; Pn, DL)| ,

with the right hand side converging to zero P-almost surely. �
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As a final result of this section, we establish the weak continuity of the modified half-region depth functional.

Theorem A.18. For P ∈ P (C ([0, 1])) with absolutely continuous marginals Pt for all t ∈ [0, 1], MSH satis-
fies (DF6).

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Pólya’s theorem (cf. Thm. 7.14 of [5]), the proof of Theorem 4.15
and the upper bound from the proof of Theorem A.17. �

Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 3.1

Part (i)

The mappings h and g can be written as compositions of the outer mapping D with projections

Π : [0, 1] × CK([0, 1]) × P (CK([0, 1])
) → R

K × P (
R

K
)

:
(
t, x, P

) → (
x(t), Pt

)
,

and
Π2 : [0, 1] × R

K × P (CK([0, 1])
) → R

K × P (
R

K
)

:
(
t, u, P

) → (
u, Pt

)
,

respectively. Suppose for a moment that both Π and Π2 are continuous. Then (D7) yields that also h and
g are jointly Borel measurable. As the proofs for both projections are analogous, we demonstrate the Borel
measurability only for Π .

It is not obvious to see that Π is continuous as the target space of Π is not finite-dimensional. Assume that
tν → t in [0, 1], xν → x uniformly in CK([0, 1]) and Pν → P weakly in P (CK([0, 1])

)
. Obviously xν(tν) → x(t)

and it remains to show that also Ptν ,ν → Pt weakly.
By the Portmanteau theorem ([9], Thm. 11.1.1) it is sufficient to verify that for each open subset G of R

K :

lim inf
ν→∞ Ptν ,ν (G) = lim inf

ν→∞ P
(
Xν(tν) ∈ G

) ≥ P
(
X(t) ∈ G

)
= Pt(G), (B.1)

where Xν , X ∈ CK([0, 1]) are random functions with distributions Pν and P, respectively. To verify (B.1) one
needs to show that for each η > 0 there exists νη ∈ N, depending on G, such that for all ν > νη

P
(
Xν(tν) ∈ G

) ≥ P
(
X(t) ∈ G

)− η. (B.2)

Fix G ⊂ R
K open and η > 0. Further, let ε > 0 and note that the following subset of CK([0, 1])

Gε =
{
y ∈ CK([0, 1]) : y(t′) ∈ G for all |t′ − t| ≤ ε

}
is open. Thus by tν → t, Pν

w→ P and the Portmanteau theorem there exists νε,η ∈ N such that for all ν ≥ νε,η

it holds
P
(
Xν(tν) ∈ G

) ≥ P
(
Xν ∈ Gε

) ≥ P
(
X ∈ Gε

)− η
2 . (B.3)

Further, as P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

lim
ε→0+

P
(
X ∈ Gε

)
= P

(
X(t) ∈ G

)
,

which together with (B.3) implies (B.2) and finishes the proof.

Part (ii)

Follows immediately from (i), as all the marginal functions of a jointly Borel measurable function on a product
space are Borel measurable (cf. pp. 118–119 in [9]).
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Part (iii)

By part (ii) the set
{(t, u) : D (u; Pt) ≤ a} ⊂ [0, 1]× R

K

is for any P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

and a ∈ [0, 1] Borel measurable. Intersecting this set with the graph
{(t, x(t)) : t ∈ [0, 1]} of a Borel measurable function x : [0, 1] → R

K , which is a Borel measurable set in
[0, 1] × R

K ([9], Lem. 13.2.2) we obtain that the set

{(t, x(t)) : D (x(t); Pt) ≤ a} ⊂ [0, 1] × R
K

is a Borel measurable set. The projection of the latter set into the first coordinate

{t ∈ [0, 1] : D (x(t); Pt) ≤ a} ⊂ [0, 1]

is analytic ([9], Thm. 13.2.1), thus universally measurable ([9], Lem. 13.2.6), in [0, 1]. As we have just shown
that all lower level sets of the function

D (x(·); P·) : [0, 1] → [0, 1]

are universally measurable sets, the assertion follows.

Part (iv)

Adopting the notation of Chapter 5.3 of [8] one can write the function h(t, x, P) = X(ω, f), where ω ∈ Ω =
[0, 1]×P (CK([0, 1])

)×P (CK([0, 1])
)

and f ∈ F = CK([0, 1]). As CK([0, 1]) with its Borel σ-algebra is a Polish
space, then by (i) the function h is an image admissible Suslin (via an identity mapping). Analogously, the
function g(t, x, P, P̃) = h(t, x, P)−h(t, x, P̃) defined on [0, 1]×CK([0, 1])×P (CK([0, 1])

)×P (CK([0, 1])
)

is image
admissible Suslin, as g can be written as g(t, x, P, P̃) = X(ω, f) with Ω = [0, 1]×P (CK([0, 1])

)×P (CK([0, 1])
)

and F = CK([0, 1]). By Corollary 5.3.5 of Dudley [8] the function

sup
f∈F

∣∣X(ω, f)
∣∣ = sup

x∈CK([0,1])

∣∣g(t, x, P, P̃)
∣∣ = sup

x∈CK([0,1])

∣∣∣D(
x(t); Pt

)− D
(
x(t); P̃t

)∣∣∣
is universally measurable as a function of ω, which finishes the proof of (iv).

Part (v)

By (ii) g2 is jointly Borel measurable for any P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
. The proof is completed by following the

reasoning of the proof of (iv), with g2(t, u) = X(ω, f), where Ω = [0, 1] and F = R
K . �

Appendix C. Discussion of the available consistency results

Here, we briefly discuss the strong consistency results of Fraiman and Muniz [14] and Claeskens et al. [2]. We
point out some problematic issues, illustrating some of these with examples.

C.1. Integrated depth of Fraiman and Muniz [14]

The consistency result of ([14], Thm. 3.1) reads as follows.

Result 1. Let μ be the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1], K = 1 and X ∼ P ∈ P (C ([0, 1])) satisfy the conditions

(H1) For a constant A > 0 let the set of uniformly Lipschitz continuous functions

LipA = {x ∈ C ([0, 1]) : |x(t) − x(s)| ≤ A |t − s| for s, t ∈ [0, 1]} .

be the space of functions where the stochastic process X takes its values.
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(H2) For any ε > 0 there exists c > 0 so that for all u ∈ LipA

E [λ ({t ∈ [0, 1] : X(t) ∈ [u(t), u(t) + cε]})] < ε/2,

where λ stands for the Lebesgue measure on R.
Then for the choice

D (u; Q) = 1 −
∣∣∣∣12 − Q

(
(−∞, u]

)∣∣∣∣ for u ∈ R and Q ∈ P (R)

FD satisfies (sC1) with the supremum taken over LipA.

We now briefly indicate some key argumentations in the original proof of Result 1.

Argumentation in the proof of Result 1.
Initially, the authors show that under conditions (H1) and (H2) the statistic

F (x, P) =
∫ 1

0

Pt

(
(−∞, x(t)]

)
dt for x ∈ LipA, P ∈ P (LipA) (C.1)

is strongly universally consistent over the set LipA. The strong universal consistency of FD is then claimed to
follows immediately. �

Looking carefully into the argumentation, it is seen though that by the reverse triangle inequality one only
obtains the following

sup
x∈LipA

|FD (x; P, D) − FD (x; Pn, D)|

= sup
x∈LipA

∣∣∣∣∫ 1

0

{
1 −

∣∣∣∣12 − Pt

(
(−∞, x(t)]

)∣∣∣∣} dt −
∫ 1

0

{
1 −

∣∣∣∣12 − Pn,t

(
(−∞, x(t)]

)∣∣∣∣ } dt

∣∣∣∣
≤ sup

x∈LipA

∫ 1

0

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣12 − Pn,t

(
(−∞, x(t)]

)∣∣∣∣− ∣∣∣∣12 − Pt

(
(−∞, x(t)]

)∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ dt

≤ sup
x∈LipA

∫ 1

0

∣∣Pt

(
(−∞, x(t)]

) − Pn,t

(
(−∞, x(t)]

)∣∣ dt,

where it cannot be said that the last term necessarily vanishes for n → ∞, because of the fact that the strong
universal consistency of F defined in (C.1) only means that

sup
x∈LipA

∣∣∣∣∫ 1

0

Pt

(
(−∞, x(t)]

) − Pn,t

(
(−∞, x(t)]

)
dt

∣∣∣∣ a.s.−−−−→
n→∞ 0

and the absolute value cannot, in general, be put into the integral.

C.2. Multivariate functional depth of Claeskens et al. [2]

In this section, we shall return to the original multivariate functional depth as defined in (2.5) and its sample
version based on discretely observed random samples of functions, as described in (2.7) in Remark 2.4. Only in
this section w, the weight function used in (2.5), is allowed to depend on P and the random sample Pn. This
dependency will be highlighted by the use of additional arguments of w. In Claeskens et al. ([2], Thm. 3) the
following result can be found.
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Result 2. Let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ CK([0, 1]) be a random sample from P ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)
, X ∼ P, with E [X(t)]

finite for each t ∈ [0, 1]. The curves X1, . . . , Xn are observed only at points t1 < t2 < . . . < tT , which for a fixed
distribution function G : [0, 1] → [0, 1] are given by

tj = G−1

(
j − 1
T − 1

)
(C.2)

and G−1(0) = 0, G−1(1) = 1. Assume that G is twice differentiable and its first derivative is bounded away from
zero on [0, 1]. Then it holds that

sup
x∈CK([0,1])

|MFD (x; P, D) − MFDn (x; D)| a.s.−−−−−−−−→
n→∞,T→∞

0,

provided that D satisfies (D1), (sC1) and∫ 1

0

∣∣∣w (
t; P̃n,t

)
− w (t; Pt)

∣∣∣ dt
a.s.−−−−→

n→∞ 0,

where P̃n ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

is an empirical measure of random functions defined for j = 1, . . . , T − 1, k =
1, . . . , K, as

X̃
(k)
i (t) =

{
Xi

(k)(tj)
tj+tj+1−2t

tj+1−tj
+ X̄(k)(tj)

2(t−tj)
tj+1−tj

for t ∈ [tj , (tj + tj+1)/2]

−Xi
(k)(tj+1)

tj+tj+1−2t
tj+1−tj

− X̄(k)(tj)
2(t−tj+1)
tj+1−tj

for t ∈ [(tj + tj+1)/2, tj+1] .
(C.3)

Here X̄(k)(t) denotes the kth coordinate of the average of the functional values of the random sample X̄(t) =
1
n

∑n
i=1 Xi(t) ∈ R

K .

Note that the design setup used by Claeskens et al. [2] enables to circumvent the problem described at the
end of Section 5.1 as it is sufficient to consider only a countable union of null sets in (5.5). On the other hand it
raises several other questions which are not easy to answer as the proof of Result 2 is not written in full detail
in [2]. In what follows we would like to point out a potential problem with the interpolation processes X̃

(k)
i as

introduced in (C.3).
A key ingredient in the proof of Result 2 is the statement that the empirical measure of the interpolated

functional variable P̃n ∈ P (CK([0, 1])
)

as defined in (C.3) converges weakly to the original measure P ∈
P (CK([0, 1])

)
as n and T tend simultaneously to infinity. As an instrument to show this, it was necessary to

establish for fixed c > 0 the inequality

sup
t∈[0,1]

∥∥∥X̃i(t) − Xi(t)
∥∥∥

RK
≤ 2 sup

|s−t|≤c/(T−1)

‖Xi(t) − Xi(s)‖RK . (C.4)

Via the following example we illustrate that an inequality like this does however not hold true in general,
revealing as such a potential problem.

Example C.1. Let the design distribution function G from (C.2) be a distribution function of a random
variable uniformly distributed on [0, 1] and let K = 1. Define X ∼ P ∈ P (C ([0, 1])) as

P
(
X(t) = 1 for all t ∈ [0, 1]

)
= 0.5,

P
(
X(t) = 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1]

)
= 0.5.

Take a random sample of size n from P and denote the number of constant one functions in the sample by
m = m(n) ≤ n. Without loss of generality, we may assume that precisely the first n−m functions of the random
sample are constant zeroes.
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Figure C.1. (a) A random sample of n = 10 functions from distribution P (it is not visible
on the plot, but m = 6) from Example C.1 in dashed line along with points tj , j = 1, . . . , T ,
T = 5; (b) approximated random function X̃i for i = 1, . . . , 4; and (c) for i = 5, . . . , 10, in solid
gray lines.

For T ∈ N arbitrary, the design points tj , j = 1, . . . , T , at which the sample functions X1, . . . , Xn are observed
are equidistantly spaced with t1 = 0, tT = 1. For any tj , the average of observed functional values of the random
sample is

X̄(tj) =
m

n
for all j = 1, . . . , T.

Thus, the approximating functions (C.3) take the form for each j = 1, . . . , T − 1

X̃i(t) =

{
m
n

2(t−tj)
tj+1−tj

for t ∈ [tj , (tj + tj+1)/2]

−m
n

2(t−tj+1)
tj+1−tj

for t ∈ [(tj + tj+1)/2, tj+1]
for i = 1, . . . , m,

X̃i(t) =

{
tj+tj+1−2t

tj+1−tj
+ m

n
2(t−tj)
tj+1−tj

for t ∈ [tj , (tj + tj+1)/2]

− tj+tj+1−2t
tj+1−tj

− m
n

2(t−tj+1)
tj+1−tj

for t ∈ [(tj + tj+1)/2, tj+1]
for i = m + 1, . . . , n.

A random sample of size n = 10 generated from P is depicted in Figure C.1a, together with the corresponding
functions X̃i (in Figs. C.1b and C.1c).

Take now an arbitrary function from the random sample, for instance X1. Then it can be easily verified that
the left hand side of (C.4) is

sup
t∈[0,1]

∥∥∥X̃1(t) − X1(t)
∥∥∥

R1
=

∣∣∣∣X̃1

(
t1 + t2

2

)
− X1

(
t1 + t2

2

)∣∣∣∣ =
m

n
·

On the other hand, as P takes values only in constant functions, for the right hand side for any c > 0

2 sup
|s−t|≤c/(T−1)

‖Xi(t) − Xi(s)‖R1 = 0

and inequality (C.4) does not hold true for any random sample such that m > 0.
Moreover, (C.4) is not even valid asymptotically, since the preceding formulae do not depend on the choice

of T , and as n → ∞ one can only conclude that the left hand side tends P-almost surely to 0.5, while the right
hand side is still almost surely zero.
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The setup in Example C.1 can be further utilized to show that it does not generally hold that

P̃n
w−−−−−→

n,T→∞
P in P (CK([0, 1])

)
, (C.5)

a key argument used in the proof of the consistency of MFD of Claeskens et al. ([2], Thm. 3).
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